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Abstract
Fuzzy logic applications for traffic signal control have gained continual attention in
academic research in the last decades and their performance have been recognized
to be competitive against conventional control models as well as other control
paradigms advancing artificial intelligence. Fuzzy logic inference systems advance
usually much expert knowledge, which yields that they are more often designed for
certain installation. This work proposes a method to let the fuzzy signal controller
system to adapt itself according to the junction design and traffic demand levels
incorporating a policy setting tool.

The adaptive optimisation framework is built on top of the existing fuzzy logic
signal controller called FITS, which is a part of the so-called Simon Traffic Manage-
ment System that contains a micro simulation software used to evaluate and control
junctions. Simon is currently installed in a big urban junction in San Jose, which is
applied as a case study in the evaluation of the adaptive capabilities of the proposed
framework. Output decision of the FITS is the extension of the green signal phase,
and the framework is built to adjust the membership functions of the fuzzy sets used
by the inference rules.

Performance of the proposed framework is evaluated through several scenarios
defining the adaptive procedure for traffic demand changes throughout the day.
Especially, its capability to adapt according to desired policy structures is emphasized
in the experiments done with microscopic simulations and real traffic model. Results
indicate that proposed method is successful tool to fine-tune the FITS fuzzy logic
control system.
Keywords Traffic signal control, Fuzzy logic, Multi-criteria optimisation
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Tiivistelmä
Sumeaan logiikkaan perustuvat liikennevalo-ohjaussovellukset ovat olleet jatkuvas-
ti esillä tieteellisessä kirjallisuudessa viime vuosikymmeninä, ja niiden kyvykkyys
tavanomaisia ohjausmenetelmiä sekä muita älykkäitä ohjausratkaisuja vastaan on
useasti tunnustettu. Sumean logiikan järjestelmät hyödyntävät useimmiten asian-
tuntijakokemusta, mikä johtaa siihen, että ne ovat usein suunniteltu käytettäväksi
tietyssä toimintaympäristössä. Tässä työssä esitellään menetelmä, jonka avulla su-
mea ohjaussysteemi voi säätää itsensä automaattisesti risteyksen ominaispiirteiden
ja liikenteen kysynnän mukaan ottaen huomioon liikenteen sujuvuudelle asetetut
tavoitteet.

Itsesäätyvä optimointiympäristö on rakennettu jo olemassa olevan sumean logiikan
ohjauskojeen päälle. FITS-nimeä kantava ohjausohjelma on osa Simoniksi kutsuttua
liikenteen hallinnoinnin järjestelmää, joka sisältää mikroskooppisen simulointiympä-
ristön, jonka avulla voidaan arvioida ja myös ohjata risteyksiä. Simon on asennettu
San Josessa sijaitsevaan isoon kaupunkiympäristössä olevaan risteykseen, jota käyte-
tään kokeellisena testitapauksena tässä tutkimuksessa. Sumea FITS-ohjauskoje antaa
päätöksen vihreän valon vaiheen jatkamisesta tai katkaisemisesta, ja optimointiym-
päristön on tarkoitus muokata päättelysäännöstössä käytettyjä sumeiden joukkojen
jäsenyysfunktioita.

Työssä esitetyn mukautuvan optimointiympäristön toimintakykyä arvioidaan
useiden eri optimointiskenaarioiden avulla. Ne määrittelevät erilaisia optimointipro-
sesseja, jotka ottavat huomioon päivän aikana vaihtelevat liikennemäärät. Erityisen
arvioinnin kohteena on järjestelmän kyky mukautua liikenteenohjaukselle annettuihin
erilaisiin toimintalinjauksiin. Arviointi suoritetaan todelliseen liikennemalliin pohjau-
tuvalla simuloinnilla. Tulokset osoittavat, että ehdotettu menetelmä on hyödyllinen
apuväline sumean logiikan FITS-ohjauskojeen hienosäätöön.
Avainsanat Liikennevalo-ohjaus, Sumea logiikka, Moniarvoinen optimointi
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1 Introduction
Controlling road traffic with traffic signals has been practiced globally over a century.
There are millions of signalized junctions around the world and almost every person
who rides with a motorized vehicle sometimes has to face them more or less often,
while everyone living in urbanized neighborhoods has to deal with traffic signals even
regularly. In addition, even if some of these people do not drive anything themselves
at all, they must obey traffic signals as pedestrians or as public transport users, even
though they do not have to pay attention to the signals themselves.

1.1 Brief history of traffic signal control
During the history of traffic signals traffic planners and engineers have gained
enormous knowledge about how to arrange and manage traffic signal planning. The
original primary goal of traffic management by signals or any other means has been to
prevent ever growing traffic demand ending up in chaotic situations. Vehicles traveling
towards different directions has to be kept separate for safety and convenience reasons.
This means that right of way for directions of a junction has to be allocated. But how
to share them effectively? Practical approach is that the throughput of junctions
is the measure of effectiveness. Cities were growing fast and cars became more and
more common in the early days of signal control development. Nowadays it is still
the most common measure used.

The earliest stage of traffic signal control logic was manual control, where lights
were changed by perception and experience of a policeman or another controller
person. Shift towards automatic control meant that there had to be preset timing of
traffic signals. Well-known Webster’s formula [43] was a careful product of analytical
study using simulations and field tests. It gives the optimal timings for the signalized
junctions based on assumption of static flows. Therefore, even if optimized, preset
signal plan is rigid and we evidently can not state it to be optimal whenever flows
are different from those used for control design. In practice this is always true when
the traffic demand is not saturated. A controller with preset timing can naturally
have several timing plans for different times of the day. These plans can be changed
automatically by a timer or manually while monitoring traffic, but they still can not
answer to the variance in traffic in a short time scale.

Next step forward to answer better to the problem of dynamic traffic is actuated
vehicle control, where observations of road users by different kind of detectors is used
to change the control timings. Several strategies exist for this [37]. One of the most
common and simple ones is gap seeking principle. With this control method every
green signal phase has a certain minimum time, which can be extended according to
detections of vehicles approaching from the direction with green phase. Extension for
the green signal is triggered by detectors observing approaching vehicles. When the
density of these vehicles is not high enough, extension time is suspended and next
phase starts. There is also an absolute maximum green time. This solution prevents
especially wasted green time, because it cuts the green when there is no demand.
During lower traffic demand this keeps the green phase shorter than a maximum
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green parameter would allow. It is a simple way to have more efficient control that
adapt to the locally changing traffic patterns. It clearly allows a better throughput,
when right of way changes dynamically compared to preset signals. Although when
the traffic is saturated, which means that the traffic demand is near the capacity of
the junction, the effective outcome of the controller is not any different than with
preset signals as extension will always be maximal.

More advaced approach is to consider that for different type of road users optimal
moving behaviour can be different. For example, economical driving style for heavy
vehicles is that they should avoid to stop. In addition stopped trucks slow down the
other traffic flow around them as they accelerate slowly. Taking into account these
individual properties of traffic units demand more from the controller detections and
decisions.

Nowadays reasons for installing signals to junctions or optimising their perfor-
mance are not always to guarantee for all road users convenient pathway through
the junction. For example, in [16] it is stated that the initial reason for traffic signal
installation can often be to calm down the traffic instead of making it flow efficiently.
In these cases the optimisation aims are totally different compared to the simple
minimization of delays. Complicated decisions demand more intelligent methods to
be implemented, and abilites to pursue multiple criteria.

We need way more intelligent ways to take care of the traffic control when our
measures of effectiveness get complex. Several successful systems have been developed
such as SCOOT or LHOVRA [26] that employ mathematical optimization methods
and multiple detection measurements. These types of more advanced methods
show great potential, and with ever growing computing capability it is all the time
possible to take into account an increasing amount of variables. Nevertheless, these
systems often require a high amount of measurement devices and processing the
information needs high computational capacity. For this reason installations can be
rather expensive.

There is one intelligent methodology, fuzzy inference, that has gotten attention
in traffic control studies since 1970’s as an understandably formulated machinery
for complex signal control decisions. It has not taken a great breakthrough with
signal control, but Fuzzy inference has been used successfully for decades as a
decision making method in cases, where extreme preciousness is not viable or leads to
computational burden [22]. It has gained continuous attention amongst traffic control
researches, but there are no widely spread signal controller applications that purely
advance fuzzy inference. This thesis investigates fuzzy inference as a part of special
traffic control scheme called Simon Traffic Management System. One central part of
Simon is FITS microscopic traffic simulation software containing signal controller
software (referred as FITS controller), which advances fuzzy logic and fuzzy inference
in control decisions.

1.2 Fuzzy logic based traffic signal control
In 1965, Lofti Zadeh published his first work introducing fuzzy sets [45], which started
a new paradigm for how to handle uncertain information by building on former
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ideas of multivalued logic. He used so called membership functions for indicating
belonging of an element into a set, where being a member of the fuzzy set is not a
true-or-false statement, but a value inside a continuous unit interval. This logical
system is named fuzzy logic. Fuzzy inference in short is a decision making system
that uses fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets to make for example a control decision according
to some given inputs.

Fuzzy logic lets us use natural language based variables as a part of the control
decision system. These are easy for humans to perceive, but they are still vague in
nature. Fuzzy set interpretation is a tool to describe linguistic variables rigorously
and reform them for artificial intelligence based inference. In fuzzy inference we
form control rules that are expressed with these linguistic input and output variables.
This allows us to build a controller logic so that it comprises of similar statements
than a traffic planner could use to describe principles she would like traffic signal
controller to perform. In this sense fuzzy inference emulates the spirit of the ’first
controllers’ where traffic control in junctions was handled manually. Fuzzy inference
allows to use human expert knowledge again within real time control situation, but
in such a manner that one can advance contemporary computing power and recent
optimisation methods to refine and execute the control process. Expertized human
is quite good to evaluate and make decisions of control actions related to transport
and even if machines are more accurate, they are too slow in complex situations
as discussed in [10] regarding train management. With fuzzy inference we have
light way to encode this human expertise and avoid computational burden behind
systematically calculated complex decisions.

Development of the origins of the existing FITS fuzzy logic controller is somewhat
well documented in a scientific literature. The first detailed description of the system
appears in publication of Niittymäki in 1998 [36]. In there, different fuzzy decision
levels studied in the FUSICO (FUzzy SIgnal COntrol) research project, run at Helsinki
University of Technology, are explained. The current fuzzy extension machinery
considered more detailed in the section 2.3 represents the lowest of different fuzzy
decision levels introduced in the study. Inference rules and membership functions
for this level are given, which have been designed for control of two-phase signal
control systems. Application to multi-phase control is described separately in [36]
and elaborated further in [30]. It applies different approach for extension decision
inference. Compared to the queue (Q) and approaching (A) variables used in two-
phase extension (and in our available application), multi-phase inference contains
special weight of red signals, running time of the current green signal group, queue
discharging measure and gap seeking variable. In two-phase system, running time
of the green signal is taken into account by changing the rule set used for inference
decision in subsequent extension decision made during the same green phase.

Extension decision also differs between the two-phase and multi-phase designs.
In multi-phase system, extension decision is made once per second and there are
just two alternatives: extension and no extension. In basic two-phase design output
result is the length of the extension in seconds. Multi-phase proposal has a more
vague likeliness of the extension as outcome of the inference rules, whereas basic
design yields linguistically expressed lengths of the extension. Overall collection of
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important papers and many references to the other contributions within the FUSICO
project can be found in [33].

Research around the basic fuzzy extension inference was in a more active role
during the FUSICO project. Several experimental studies were conducted using
simulations, as well as field installations. One important note is that these studies
consider only isolated intersections. This means that adjacent intersections do not
affect signal control decisions of each other. Basic rule base introduced in [36] has
not changed very much in further publications of Niittymäki and other contributors
of FUSICO but they have merely been tested in various conditions and with added
functionalities, such as public transport priority [29].

Results with simulation and field experiments done with basic fuzzy extension
inference have been presented widely. In [32], a careful field testing of fuzzy controller
is presented. Traffic pattern data collected from field experiment was later used
within simulation environment to make more measurements considering also multi-
objective fuzzy systems. Results were in accordance to each other. Fuzzy control
algorithm showed improved results for different traffic situations even if there was
only one fuzzy control parameters used against four different vehicle actuated models
used in different times. Whenever traffic demand was not very low, fuzzy control
showed better performance with shorter delays and cycle time, and less stops than
with vehicle actuated control. Moreover, in [34], a preliminary simulation study
with basic fuzzy inference were presented at the same time when different control
applications of the fuzzy logic framework of FUSICO were described. Even though
these experiments were not calibrated according to any real situation, they favored
similar results later confirmed with more elaborated simulation and field studies.

Different design for multi-phase control that distinguishes from basic fuzzy exten-
sion inference has been elaborated further in [30], where simulation results advancing
the inference construction are presented. However, membership functions used for
fuzzy sets of input variables are not revealed in the paper. Results are not as promis-
ing as with the basic fuzzy inference application, since despite numerical comparison
shows benefits of the control, the application area for traffic demand is narrower.
Again, it resulted that fuzzy controllers are more beneficial with higher traffic demand
than vehicle actuated control. In addition, it has been shown that performance is
better when the flows of intersecting roads are not very unequal.

Niittymäki and Pursula considered also the problem of multiple goals that can be
assigned to the traffic signal control [34]. They proposed that formulation of different
goals might be adopted to the rules. Then different goals would basically have
separate rule sets and combining the output could be done during the defuzzification
phase. In [34] there are example of how final membership function for extension
could be formed form three separate inferences for each goal respectively. This can
be interpreted that rules can be selfish for certain promoted goal, and fuzzy methods
can be used to unify multiple outcomes. Also in [31] Niittymäki discussed goals form
the perspective of control policy. Performance measure for evaluating the goodness
of the control should be defined according to the desired policy.

Regarding the adaptation and fine-tuning of the fuzzy inference system, papers
dealing with FUSICO project do not propose any systematic methods, since inference
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rules were developed mostly through expert knowledge. In [34], it is mentioned that
early membership function were formed by trial and error. Bingam [8] instead studied
in her thesis possibilities of using neural networks to assist finding better membership
functions for fuzzy system, by employing learning algorithm to calibrate membership
functions according to the traffic situation. The success of this approach was partial;
the proposed method achieved better results in stable conditions and could gain
similar or better results than unoptimised membership functions constructed earlier
by hand, while the applicability of this learning method in the field was poor, since
the learning algorithm did not work well with varying traffic situations. Moreover,
real time adaptation is a too slow process. An important observation from this work
was that the optimal membership functions are heavily binded to the exact layout
and traffic demand levels of a junction the fuzzy controller is applied. Also detection
locations and speed levels have significant impact.

Fuzzy logic applications for traffic signal control have been in the interest of
many other researchers before and after the FUSICO project. Teodorovic [41] recalls
several fuzzy logic applications for transport engineering in general. Despite the
controversial acceptance for fuzzy logic experienced in scientific circles before mid 90s
[22], the fuzzy nature of decisions made by traffic users and dispatchers was known
and recognized. Teodorovic also shows that, besides traffic signal control, also many
traffic modeling problems e.g. trip distribution assignments have been studied with
fuzzy tools.

More recently, Koukol et al. [25] have chronologically surveyed signal control
applications based on fuzzy logic. They review a wide variety of applications con-
cluding that in most cases, comparative studies show that fuzzy logic based solutions
are favorable against traditional vehicle actuated or fixed time signal strategies.
Application targets have become more complex over time, however, authors state
that there has not really been any novel attempts to implement fuzzy logic into signal
control after 2002: more recent studies rather concentrate on improving the existing
algorithms and expanding current control systems. Authors mention several research
papers discussing mixing of fuzzy logic with other artificial intelligence methods, and
mention neural learning and genetic algorithms to be the most usual companions
used to adjust fuzzy logic systems.

Murat et al. [28] have also constructed sophisticated fuzzy logic controller for
isolated junctions. Their Fuzzy Logic Multi-phase Signal Controller model, called
FLMuSiC, has two decision layers: phase selector and signal timing. Compared to
FITS, there is no extension of the green phase. Instead the active time of the green
signal is changed for the next phase. This indicates that proposed control paradigm
seems to be centralized whereas in FITS control decisions are made individually by
signal groups. The Paper states to give emphasis on the phase selection decision.
The inference system itself is similar Mamdani type fuzzy inference as FITS has
with center of gravity used as a defuzzification method. FLMuSiC is tested through
generic junction models with randomly generated traffic and comparisons made
against traffic actuated strategies. Results indicate that FLMuSiC decreases delays
even without intelligent adjusting of membership functions or rules used in the
inference process. The authors compare their system also against predecessor of
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FITS control, obtaining similar results. It is interesting to note that similarly to
FUSICO, also FLMuSiC provided better performance development against vehicle
actuated models with higher traffic volumes.

Potential of fuzzy logic in coordinated control environment has received also
reasonable attention. Chiu and Chand [12] simulated a system where several junctions
are adjusting cycle times, phase split and offset by fuzzy decision making. Inference
is localized so that every junction have its own inference unit, but adjacent junctions
have an effect for decision. Important finding was that only partially adaptive system
is fragile, since the system can gain if the cycle times of the adaptive junctions do not
differ significantly from non-adaptive cycle times. Otherwise, this solution hinders
easily the overall performance. The authors conclude that adaptive properties in a
system that benefits greatly of coordination with traditional controllers has to be
chosen carefully.

Balaji and Srinivasan [5] proposed coordinated but distributed fuzzy controllers
tackling the problem of uncertainity and flaws that can occur in the measurements of
input variables for fuzzy machinery. They have applied type-2 fuzzy sets to handle
this kind of uncertainity, which is not considered in the inference rule formulation.
This approach is tested in a coordinated signal control scheme using the intersection
layout from Singapore street network [3, 4]. Type-2 fuzzy sets are also considered in
[38] from the same perspective.

Basic difference between type-2 and type-1 (normal) fuzzy sets is that there is
another layer of fuzzy information. The degree of membership is also a fuzzy set. For
example if A is type-1 fuzzy set. We have its membership function so that µA(x) = c,
where c is some value in the unit interval. If A is type-2 fuzzy set instead, µA(x) is a
fuzzy set Bx ⊂ [0, 1]. The second fuzzy layer reflects the possible inaccuracy in the
measurement of x. This might be due to the failure or unpreciceness of detectors
that give the input x. With coordinated control schemes, where some measurement
from adjacent junctions are taken account in the decision making, second fuzzy layer
can reflect the delay in the impact of this value. For example if x states for platoon
of vehicles exiting from adjacent junction, it might change during the drive time to
the junction preparing to make some decision. This uncertainity can be expressed
by type-2 fuzzy sets. In [27] general theory of type-2 fuzzy inference system is
introduced. Khooban et al. [21] built also type-2 fuzzy controller for urban network.
Their simulation results indicated that it is superior approach compared to systems
using type-1 fuzzy sets. All in all type-2 fuzzy systems seem to be most reasonable to
be advanced in coordinated systems due to the second layer of uncertainity naturally
involved with them.

It seems that most common study method for fuzzy logic traffic control solutions is
building the controller logic as a program or script and run it inside some simulation
model with generated traffic. One exception is the study by Karakuzu and Demirci
[20], who constructed a fuzzy logic application directly into the hardware. It has
refreshingly more concrete research efforts as it is immediately ready to be tested in
the field. However, there is a drawback that it does not support any optimisation
procedure. Instead, a fuzzy system has to be constructed and tested by other means
and just a ready control system can be implemented to the hardware equipment
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introduced in the paper.
In Istanbul there has been a successful installation of adaptive traffic control

system that uses genetic algorithms for signal optimisation and fuzzy logic to handle
exceptional situations. The so called ATAK system is a centralized traffic management
system that collects data from several detection points, while it can handle exceptional
situations by using historical data. The control system can be tested in the simulation
environment, but the simulation is not involved in the control operation as in Simon
traffic management system. Otherwise it has some similar features [17].

So called defuzzification block seems to be quite controversial part of fuzzy
inference systems. There are several methods used in applications, such as maximum
criterion, the mean of maximum, center of gravity or smallest of maximum methods.
It seems that the center of gravity method is the most popular one. In [19], there
has been conducted experimental study between different approximate reasoning
methods, including defuzzifications methods, with the same micro-simulation engine
as FITS. Results show that defuzzification has significant impact to the response of
the fuzzy signal controller. Conclusion of the paper are not uniquely favorable for
one defuzzification method. Authors statement is that development of the Mamdani
type controller (including the defuzzification part) should be adjusted according
to desired traffic control behaviour. Also Niittymäki [33] concludes that general
recommendations for defuzzification methods are hard to give and he suggest to
analyze control maps, namely the outcome of the fuzzy inference system that shows
the final relationships between input combinations and outputs.

Turunen [42] has developed a more mathematically rigorous way to obtain crisp
decision values without particular defuzzification part, namely fuzzy similarity. Niit-
tymäki and Turunen have made simulation experiments with fuzzy similarity applied
in the predecessor of FITS system [35], showing that using fuzzy similarity instead of
an arbitrary defuzzification method is a competitive alternative. Nevertheless, it has
not gained any further popularity yet, even though it is a mathematically rigorous
way to achieve crisp output, whereas opinions about different defuzzification methods
seem to be subjective.

1.3 Optimisation of fuzzy logic controllers
Despite that fuzzy inference systems applied to traffic signal control are mostly based
in expert knowledge, there has always been a question about how to optimise the
system performance according to some desired aim for traffic control. Mostly this
refers to adjusting rules or membership functions after fuzzy system is designed.

Optimising fuzzy logic systems in general with genetic algorithms have gained a lot
of attention in scientific literature. Cordón [13] has enlisted a historical review of these
efforts. He emphasizes to notice the trade-off between accuracy and interpretability
that occurs in the computational optimistation efforts. Fuzzy logic systems are meant
to be interpretable and emulate human reasoning, since inference rules formatted
from expert knowledge expressed by linguistic variables represent this paradigm well.
Genetic algorithm or any other artificial optimisation method is easy to build so that
it seeks to improve the accuracy of the system effectively, but then interpretability
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of the system can easily suffer. Changes to inference rules might be not logical as
expressions. Arbitrary changes to membership functions can affect the meaning of
rules if the elements of fuzzy sets are altered in such a way that relational structures
between linguistic variables are not natural.

Chiou and Lan [11] write about difficulties which follow the choice to optimise
either memberships or the rule base of a fuzzy inference system. They state that
choosing to adjust the other one with GA means that there is a preset trust for the
subjective or expert knowledge based setting of the other one. Problem is that this
might affect a lot for the applicability or adaptivity of the system. It is possible to
implement a GA that has the rules and memberships coded at the same time. It will
easily be a very big chromosome for a process to handle and that might make the
genetic procedure too inefficient. Bingham [8] already discussed about the difficulty
to choose what is the right choice for neural learning methods. Chiou and Lan give
their encoding solution for a GA that would adjust both rules and memberships
sequentially. Their result can yield tweaked inference rules and membership functions,
but interpretability of the outcomes is still left to be an open question.

Schmöcker et al. [40] propose an encoding method for GA used for adjusting the
membership functions. Their solution relies on justified rule base, but the way to
encode the membership functions preserves the natural linguistic relationships and
therefore maintains the interpretability of the system under the optimisation process.

In the case there are multiple criteria to describe the desired control, the opti-
misation process is more demanding. As discussed above, Niittymäki and Pursula
[34] suggested different rules for different desires. These rule sets could be optimised
separately, and then use some similar unifying method as for just pre-set rules and
memberships.

Another approach is a multi-criteria genetic algorithm implementation. Anderson
et al. have studied one solution and concluded that multi-objective genetic algorithms
are appropriate to optimise membership functions of a multi-criteria fuzzy system [1].
This method produces several solutions that seek to go towards Pareto-optimal front of
competitive desires. The junction used in the study was an artificial four leg junction,
but the traffic demand was adjusted to receive platoons by fixed time junctions, which
were used as adjacent junctions in the simulation model. The authors demonstrated
especially the sensitivity of changes in memberships for several evaluation criteria,
while results indicate that individual optimal solutions of different desires can be far
away from the combined optimals. Therefore multi-criteria optimising methods are
favorable against combined single optimisations.

In the paper by Schmöcker et al. [40] special interest was given to the policy
intervention tool for genetic optimisation of fuzzy membership functions. Their
idea was to use Bellman-Zadeh decision making, in which the multiple criteria are
taken into account directly in the fitness evaluation phase. Policy maker has a
straightforward possibility to determine tolerances for desired effectivity measures.
These are used to make a fuzzy evaluation of the tolerance of the outcome: it will lie
between zero and one. Compared to the solution proposed in [1], outcome of the
optimisation is just single best fitted result. This result goes automatically towards
Pareto-optimality and chooses the solution from the Pareto front that maximizes
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the minimum of calculated tolerances for different criteria. However, this method
will need pre-examination of realistic possibilities of tolerances to guarantee that the
algorithm works efficiently.

Evolutionary approach have also been considered with fuzzy traffic controllers
built to use type-2 fuzzy sets. Their search space is naturally much larger, because
membership function structure has two layers. In [7] multi-intersection control using
type-2 fuzzy system is optimised by differential evolution that tackles the optimisation
task more efficiently than conventional genetic algorithm.

As already noticed in [8], it is not anyhow the ultimate truth that fuzzy logic
is the final solution for intelligent traffic signal control. Araghi et al. have made a
comparative review on the performance of different artificial intelligence methods for
traffic signal timing [2]. They tested Q-learning, neural networks, and fuzzy logic
systems in same scenarios against fixed cycle times. Comparison was made in the four
leg junction with four phases. Results indicated that neural networks and fuzzy logic
systems adapted into the traffic faster and more accurately and they performed well
with training data sets that were huge in size. Fuzzy logic approach gave finally the
absolutely best improvement against fixed cycle controller, although other methods
succeeded well also. From the performance point of view, there is clearly a reason to
study fuzzy logic based systems further with signal control applications. It should
be noted that the fuzzy logic controller of this study adjusts the cycle time before
the beginning of each cycle; therefore this controller is not directly comparable with
FITS.

1.4 Motivation for the thesis
Original demand for studying this topic was raised by the company RSM Ltd., which
has developed the Simon Traffic Management System. They have Simon system
currently installed in the signalized junction of Tasman Drive and Zanker Road in
San Jose, California, USA. RSM is developing the services of Simon system and
one of their goals is to show, how would the Simon system develop the performance
of the controller of Tasman-Zanker junction with its FITS fuzzy signal controller.
Simon system includes a cloud engine, which uses FITS simulation software as part
of the efficiency evaluation and traffic database collection. FITS fuzzy controller is
built inside the simulation software, and in principle, it could be used to control the
junction using the FITS fuzzy controller.

Natural question that is raised by authorities of San Jose is how much more
efficient the traffic flow of Tasman-Zanker junction could be made. In addition,
RSM is interested to develop Simon to be easily adaptable to the various junction
surroundings, and even be self-adaptive. Therefore there should be a method for FITS
controller to adapt itself according to the junction characteristics, traffic demand
and desired control policies set by authorities. This means that adaptive system
for FITS would need an interface, where policy guidance can be given and the
control parameters would adjust accordingly. Favorable adaptation system would
be such that can work also when the system is up ad running the control. These
properties would contribute Simon to be a realistic and commercially tempting traffic
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management product.

1.5 Study questions
According to literature review conducted above, FITS controller adopted into the
Simon traffic management system seems to be combination of properties that are not
all found from any other well documented study. It is a control system with traffic
micro simulation software as central part of the control engine and its control paradigm
is not centralized, but signal groups for different approaches have independent decision
units. Fuzzy Predecessor of FITS has been tried to adjust with neural network learning
systems but otherwise there are no any intelligent optimisation methods documented.

Literature suggests that fuzzy controllers are efficient and understandably struc-
tured rule-based systems, that can outperform the actuated controllers, and are
competitive among modern and complex control methods. Therefore it is worth to
study fuzzy logic controllers further.

The FITS micro simulation environment is a central tool we used for fuzzy
controller development in this study. Inference rules of FITS have not been changed
much after their original formulation and they are constructed in a close collaboration
with traffic signal planner expert. Systematic development for rules is harder and
possibly not relevant to do without expert knowledge, while membership function
adjustments have been in central part with the predecessor of FITS controller
development. Compared to previous membership optimisation with neural networks,
we have a totally different simulation surrounding with real traffic data from major
urban junction. Therefore it is interesting to see if optimisation of memberships can
work also in this situation. Only fuzzy decision layer available for this study is the
green extension, and the basic rules and formulation of the inference is designed
two-phase control in mind. Simon traffic management system is under continuous
development, so we have a great freedom to test if its supportive properties can
adapt the system to work efficiently also in the multi-phase situation. It would be
favorable for Simon as a product if rules could be as general as possible.

Considering the development goal of RSM and the previous experiences of FITS
and fuzzy signal controllers in general, we formulate study questions for this thesis
to be:

1. Can we increase the efficiency of traffic flows in Tasman-Zanker junction by
FITS signal controller?

2. Can we design an optimisation framework to adjust membership functions
of FITS fuzzy controller to be able to adapt it into a complex multi-phase
junction?

3. Can we implement an effective policy setting tool into our proposed optimisation
framework?

In papers [33] there are layers of traffic saturation degree and phase selection
considered as a fuzzy decision, but they have not been available for us. Heavily
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prioritized light rail would complicate the evaluation of saturation in our Tasman-
Zanker case study. Therefore this decision layer would not anyway be suitable for us
to apply directly. We formulated another solution to take into account the traffic
situation with the optimisation framework. To test this solution we will formulate
different optimisation scenarios, whose performance will be evaluated in this thesis.

1.6 Structure of the thesis
Structure of this thesis is as follows. Section 2 recalls more carefully the key concepts
of fuzzy logic, so that readers not familiar with it can understand how fuzzy signal
controllers work and how the optimisation framework constructed in the thesis helps
FITS to adapt. In section 3 the optimisation framework construction is explained
in detail. Section 4 introduces the installation of Simon system, and traffic data
acquisition for running the experiments with the proposed optimisation framework.
Section 5 presents the performance of the proposed framework through comparative
analysis between existing and adapted controller options. Conclusions and next
directions are given in section 6.
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2 On fuzzy logic signal controllers
Fuzzy logic is a very general concept of many-valued logic. It is applied in many
fields with decision or refinement processes. There is an excellent and complete book
about fuzzy set theory and how to build fuzzy inference systems in general [27]. In
this section we recall necessary concepts needed to understand how the existing fuzzy
logic controller in the FITS software works. Readers should be aware of a notion of
fuzzy sets and the elementary logical operations defined for them in order to follow
the idea and the steps proposed in this thesis. For this purpose, we define and
introduce those concepts of fuzzy logic, which are used in the FITS fuzzy controller.

We shortly introduce Mamdani type fuzzy inference methodology in general.
Then we describe in detail how it is applied in the Fits fuzzy signal controller,
whose control actions we are trying to optimize in this thesis. Originally one study
option considered was also to make changes into the variables used in Fits inference
machinery, but this approach was omitted for practical and time resource reasons.
Therefore what is described herein about FITS remains valid throughout of this
thesis.

2.1 Fuzzy sets
Notion of a fuzzy set leads back to earlier studies of multivalued logic, researched
e.g. by Lukasiewicz and Tarski among the others [18]. The term fuzzy set and
its definition comes from Zadeh [45]. Terminology and definition used herein are
represented according to established practice and are not following any special source,
but concepts presented are chosen according to needs of this thesis.

Fuzzy set is a generalization of a set defined in the ordinary set theory based on
boolean two-valued logic. In a boolean case when we have a set S in an arbitrary
space X, we can state for every element a ∈ X if it belongs to the set S or not
(according to the naive set theory). This shows the basic nature of two-valued logic:
an element either belong or does not belong to the given set. What comes to fuzzy
set F of the same space X, there is a degree of membership with which a certain
element belongs to the set F . For every element a ∈ X we define a real value in
unit interval that presents how much the element a is part of the fuzzy set F . These
values form the membership function of F , which is the essence of a fuzzy set and
can be compared to the characteristic function of a boolean set. Formally we define:

Definition 2.1. Let X be an arbitrary non-empty space. Fuzzy set F is a set of
pairs

F = {(a, µF (a)) | a ∈ X}
where µF : X → [0, 1] is the membership function of the set F .

We call the set {a ∈ X | µF (a) > 0} as support of F . If we restrict the values
of the function µ to be zero or one, we will get an ordinary set and membership
function µ would be identical with the characteristic function of the same set. We
call these kind of sets as crisp sets because they can be identified with ordinary sets.
Therefore fuzzy sets can be seen as generalization of boolean sets.
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In our application we will need only fuzzy sets with their base space X consisting
of non-negative real numbers. Operations between fuzzy sets and their properties
examined below are general. In the examples shown, we have limited our view to the
sets that are used in our application. We can then already shape the overall picture
of our fuzzy logic controller in hand.

There are several ways to mathematically formulate set operations of fuzzy logic.
We use those introduced by Zadeh [45] as union, intersection and negation operators.

Definition 2.2. Let F and F ′ be fuzzy sets of the space X.

i) Union G = F ∪ F ′ is such a fuzzy set, whose membership function is defined as

µG(z) = max{µF (z), µF ′(z)} ∀z ∈ X.

This same than to say that union of F and F ′ is the smallest set that contains
them both.

ii) Intersection H = F ∩ F ′ is a fuzzy set, whose membership function is defined as

µH(z) = min{µF (z), µF ′(z)} ∀z ∈ X.

iii) Complement of a fuzzy set F is a set, whose membership function is defined as

µ(z) = 1 − µF (z) ∀z ∈ X

Example 2.3. Let F, G ⊂ R be fuzzy sets for which

µF (z) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0, z ≤ 2
z−2

3 , 2 ≤ z ≤ 5
8−z

3 , 5 ≤ z ≤ 8
0, z ≥ 8

, µG(z) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0, z ≤ 5
z−5

3 , 5 ≤ z ≤ 8
1, z ≥ 8

F is called triangular fuzzy set and G shoulder fuzzy set. These types are used
in FITS. Charts below illustrate the sets F and G an their union, intersection and
complements.

In conventional boolean logic, the truth values for logical operators AND and
OR can be thought through definitions of intersection and union of sets. If we then
just replace the boolean sets with fuzzy sets and use operations in definition 2.2, we
have an analogy for truth value definitions of fuzzy operators.
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Example 2.4. Let us consider the truth of a boolean sentence z ∈ A AND z ∈ B.
Assume it is true that z ∈ A ∩ B. We can consider A and B as fuzzy sets whose
membership function gets only values 1 or 0, meaning true and untrue respectively
for sentences like x ∈ A. Using the definition 2.2 for intersection, we conclude that if
z ∈ A ∩ B is true, then

µA∩B(z) = min{µA(z), µB(z)} = 1,

which in turn is true only if µA(z) = 1 = µB(z) which is same than to say that z ∈ A
is true and z ∈ B is true. Hence, we can use the expression min{µA(z), µB(z)} to
define the truth value for the sentence z ∈ A AND z ∈ B.

We generalize the examination in Example 2.4 to state the truth values for general
fuzzy operators AND and OR. For statement A AND B, fuzzy truth value is the
minimum of truth values of A, and B. For statement A OR B the truth value is the
maximum of the same values.

Exact form of the membership function of a fuzzy set F represents the uncertainity
of its content. This uncertainity shows up when one considers intersection of a fuzzy
set F and its complement. The intersection is non-empty always when F is not a
crisp set. Some elements belong and do not belong to the F for some degree.

2.2 Fuzzy inference
Fuzzy controller functions essentially so that a control decision is produced by fuzzy
inference system built inside a controller. Here we consider the so called Mamdani-
type fuzzy inference. Basic building blocks of the Mamdani fuzzy inference system
are fuzzification of the input values to fuzzy input variables, rule base and its fuzzy
operators and defuzzification of output variables to the crisp control values.

A fuzzification block is essentially definition of (often linguistic) inference variables
and their membership functions. When the values of input measurements are read,
their membership within each fuzzy set of the respective variable is determined
through membership functions.

The rule base of a fuzzy system consists of if-then clausules where different
variables are represented as fuzzy sets. The nature of fuzzy sets allows us to take all
the rules into account simultaneously and we do not need to define any particular
order for the rules. If this type of rule base were constructed by using conventional
binary logic, we would merely need inner ordering for similar set of rules and the
relationship among rules would be described as If – Then Else If – Then. Basically
only one of the rules would trigger. On the other hand with the fuzzy rule set,
we determine the degree of truth of all of the if conditions, and every rule will be
triggered with a certain degree. In the case of multiple inputs, AND operation
determines this degree.

Each rule in a fuzzy system consists of sentence that can be seen as common
sense, or can be extracted from expert knowledge related to a particular system. This
type of experience-based rule setting is not precise but approximate. The principles
of how a certain mechanism should work can often be easily expressed by natural
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language, however, measurements regarding the system in hand are generally exact
numeric information. These have to be encoded into the fuzzy input variables that
are used in If-condition parts of the rules.
Example 2.5. Rule to control a system can be e.g.

If Flow is low, Then green signal is short
Assume that our input measurement is: Flow is 300 veh/h. To use this rule we need
to define the truth degree for value 300 veh/h to be low.

Vagueness of linguistically expressed variables makes this encoding hard: if we
have to determine for example high and low values of some input, we must have a very
good perception about the scale of these groups. Essential question regarding the
inference made using high and low to classify an input value is: where to put the exact
limit between the two groups? Fuzzy sets are extremely helpful in this. By considering
’high’ and ’low’ as fuzzy set and defining appropriate membership functions for them,
we can define a transition interval, where the input value represents both high and low
value with different weights. These weights are determined by non-zero membership
degree that assign input values within the transition interval to both sets. Of course
we could, in conventional non-fuzzy settings, say that high and low sets have common
members, but rule base might not work very well with values that are high and low
without extra adjustments that would complicate the rule base. With fuzzy sets we
avoid these problems, since handling the uncertain information is built inside the
fuzzy inference system. Figure 1 illustrates the smooth transition between ’high’ and
’low’ that can be achieved with fuzzy sets.

(a) Hard limit between non-fuzzy sets (b) Fuzzy smooth transition

Figure 1: Figure of low/high transition

In the Mamdani-type inference the output of every rule is also a fuzzy set (or sets
if there are multiple outputs). The maximum truth degree for output set is given by
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the truth degree of the If-part, which is determined by the membership degrees of
the input measurements and the AND operator between the premise conditions. In
practice this means that the membership function values of the output fuzzy set do
not exceed the truth degree: all the memberhip degrees higher than the truth degree
are diminished to be equal with the truth degree. In Figure 2 we see an example of
the formation of output sets under five different rules.

Output sets of all the rules used have to be combined. Using all the rules at
the same time in the inference process means that we use operator OR between
the rule outputs, which in turn means that for every output variable we take the
union of the output sets of the rules. This final set set is then defuzzifided with some
appropriate method to acquire the compromised, often numerical crisp output value.
Several possible defuzzification methods were discussed in [19]. Figure 2 shows also
the combined output set of different rules, and the defuzzification result by center of
gravity method.

Figure 2: Illustration of a five rule fuzzy inference. There are two input variables
(Approaches, Queue). Every vertical line represents one rule. Rectangles show the
form of the membership function of a fuzzy set used in a certain rule. Thin red
lines show the crisp input values for A and Q, and the shaded yellow parts show the
degree of the truth of corresponding premise. In the right there is the output fuzzy
set shown with shaded blue area. Triangles are the membership functions of the
output fuzzy set, and the highest membership values are diminished to be at most
the minimun of the truth values of the premises. The rectangle in the south-east
corner show the union of the output sets of individual rules, and presents the total
output set of the inference. Thick red bar marks the point in x-axis, which is the
crisp output obtained by the center of gravity defuzzification method.

Mathematically, a more proper description about fuzzy inference is given in
Appendix A. Philosophical considerations behind the fuzzy logic and its relation
to vagueness of the information are out of the scope of this thesis. Those might be
useful to read to understand the fuzzy inference system more deeper though, and
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interested readers can search e.g. from [22].

2.3 Fuzzy logic controller of FITS
Distinguishing property of the FITS controller from the mainstream studies of fuzzy
signal controllers is that it is not just a concept developed through simulations,
which should later be installed in the conventional control hardware. It is already
built on top of the simulation assisted controller system that could be plugged to
gather information from the actual field controller and take over the control decisions.
This is essential part of the Simon traffic management system where fuzzy logic
controller is just a one block. In [24], the scheme of this integrated micro simulation
based control system is described in detail. Figure 3 shows a schematic picture of a
simulation based signal controller paradigm, which is the way FITS is designed to
work as a part of the Simon system.

Fuzzy controller inside the FITS simulation software employs a Mamdani-type
fuzzy inference system, which makes decisions about green extension. Other timing
parameters are not affected by fuzzy inference in FITS. Therefore it can be seen as
an improved version of controllers that use traditional gap seeking green extension.
Minimum green and offset times are set in advance. After a minimum green has
been executed, the fuzzy controller determines if the current right-of-way is extended
or not.

Even though the signal cycle is divided into several phases, those determine
only the order of green light beginning times. Signal controller inside FITS itself is
called signal group oriented, namely every direction has its own decision making unit.
Basically, every signal group always starts the green when requested and permitted.
The phase ring determines the order of handling the green requests and safety rules
grant permissions for all requests of the next phase as soon as possible. The end of
the green phase is an individual decision of every signal group. Because extending the
green phase uses fuzzy inference, there is also individual fuzzy extension control unit
for each signal group. Basically, different signal groups can have different decision
making principles, where the rule set or membership functions could be different
for different approaches. In previous studies performed with FITS, different fuzzy
inference settings have been used if the nature of traffic from different approaches
has varied much. The relationship of fuzzy logic blocks to the other parts of the
FITS controller is illustrated in Figure 4.

The principal structure of Fits fuzzy logic controller is as follows. There are
two input variables whose measured values are delivered to the fuzzification block
when the extension decision has to be made. This happens after a minimum green
and after every previous green extension. First variable is the amount of vehicles
approaching (denoted by A) the junction from the direction that currently has green
light. Second one is the sum of vehicles that are stopped in a queue (denoted by Q)
at the conflicting directions that currently have a red signal. This means that Q is
counted from those directions that are not allowed to go green at the same time than
current approach with right-of-way. Figure 5 shows an example how the values are
counted at the extension decision moment.
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Figure 3: Schematic picture of simulation based signal controller.

Figure 4: Schematic picture of interactions of an individual FITS fuzzy extension
block
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Figure 5: White spots in the figure are vehicles. Signal groups having a green light
are about to make their fuzzy extension decision in one second. Both signal groups
will make independent choice. Lower green is for vehicles approaching from west
and heading to east. A=7 tells that there are 7 vehicles approaching between the
radar detection point (green spot) and the stop line. Q=6 is the measured queue
in conflicting directions, which is the sum of stopped vehicles coming form north or
south or turning left from east. Upper signal group measures similarly same inputs,
but they are different; it may make a different decision about exteding the green.

Different fuzzy sets used in the inference rules of the FITS are listed in Table 1
(p.33). Fuzzification block counts the degree in which each of them is considered to
be true. This is determined by membership functions of the fuzzy sets. There are
currently six rule sets in the rule base, where each set contains four or five If – Then
rules. If-part of the rule contains statement about one or both of the input variables
in terms of fuzzy sets. For example rules are such as:

If A is medium and Q is high, Then E is short

One rule set of the six alternatives is used in individual control decision. The choice
depends on the amount of extensions already granted by fuzzy extension block during
the same green phase. Differences of the rule sets principally are such that the
possibility to get extension gets harder after every extension and extension lengths
granted tend to be shorter. Full rule base of FITS fuzzy controller is given in
Appendix B.
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FITS executes the fuzzy inference according to the method we described in 2.2.
Outcomes of the individual rules are subsets of the extension (E) fuzzy sets zero,
short, medium and long. Final crisp output is taken by center of gravity method,
which gives an extension length value rounded to the nearest second. This value is
then the extension of the current green light for corresponding signal group. Every
signal group makes its own extension decision regardless of the signal status of any
other signal groups. If the extension decision is zero, signal group is ready to change
its state to red signal. This might not happen immediately if some other currently
green signal continues and prevents conflicting directions of the other signal group
to go green. This signal group paradigm and more detailed description of the basic
signal group controller functions are described in [23].
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3 Methodology

3.1 Optimisation framework
In the literature search in Section 1.3, we found that optimisation of fuzzy systems
with genetic algorithms have gained continual attention within signal control problems,
but real implementations have been rarely made. We decided to choose the genetic
algorithm (GA) approach, because it can easily use the evaluation capabilities that
FITS simulation environment can offer. In addition genetic algorithms seem suitable
regarding the characteristics of our fuzzy logic system. We do not have any good
initial view about the search space ’shape’ of membership functions of FITS. We
can not state how much there might be local maximals and how non-continuously
behaving the fitness function values obtained throuh simulations might be. GAs are
good for non-linear derivative-free processes with wide search space. It is suitable for
us, because we cannot trust any hill-climbing methods in our system without any
comprehensive prior knowledge about relationships between the search space and
fitness value space. Moreover, we do not know what would be the perfect solution and
GAs do not need this information for finding right control parameters, as some other
machine learning methods need. Also, a simple enough GA can be computationally
light enough to be used automatically as a part of the Simon system as it could use
the freshly collected data and automatically run the optimisation to adapt. In Figure
6 the general idea how our proposed optimisation construction is positioned among
the existing parts of the adaptive framework.

Traffic
situation

Simulation

Optimisation
construction

Fuzzy
Parameters

Adaptive cycle

Figure 6: General schematics of the proposed adaptation framework. Real traffic
is used in the adpative process, but otherwise adaptive cycle works offline. Final
outcome of the optimisation is fed back to the traffic system and process can be
repeated if necessary.
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Several ideas to establish a GA for our purpose is taken from [40]. Target of fuzzy
inference is still different than ours, because in [40] the signal phase durations are
adjusted, whereas we concentrate on the green signal extensions. Linguistic relations
between fuzzy sets are also different, because in our case all fuzzy sets of an input
variable can not be fully ordered in terms of natural language.

In this section we give a detailed description of our optimisation framework
construction with GA being the core element of it. Emphasis is put to show how it
is applied to adjust membership functions of the fuzzy sets of the FITS inference
system and how it interacts with FITS micro simulation software, as these interfaces
are our own contribution. We assume genetic algorithm as a concept to be familiar,
but further general readings can be found e.g. from [44].

One of our main aims for building a decent adaptive optimisation framework is
the ability for the end user to determine a desired policy structure, which will define
the key values of the optimal control. This leads easily to the need to find a way to
deal with multiple fitness criteria to conduct the evaluation of the signal controller
performance. There are many ways to construct multi-criteria GAs, but their nature
is usually quite complex and they return multiple Pareto-optimal solutions. As
we found out in section 1.3, Schmöcker et al. [40] were also interested on light
weight inclusion of different policy settings for the GA optimisation. They applied
mechanism called Bellman-Zadeh decision making [6], which is also basically an
application of fuzzy logic philosophy and return only one solution, as its fitness
evaluation handles several different aims.

Finally, we identify three different scenarios to divide daytime into subparts. The
point of these divisions is to see if the fuzzy controller can be actuated for different
traffic demand. Comparison of the performance of these scenarios are one of the
main results of this study. All the scenarios form their own optimization scheme for
every part of the daytime division.

3.2 Genetic algorithm construction
The optimisation engine in this study consists of a training stage and an evaluation
stage. In the training stage, genetic manipulations and fitness evaluations alternate
with each other. Genetic process produces the membership functions for FLC and
traffic simulation is used to evaluate the fitness of an individual set of membership
functions. With these simulation runs, the training data-sets described in section
4.3 are used. Training stage can be divided in several sequential subparts and
training data can be changed between these parts. In the evaluation stage the final
membership functions, i.e. the ones with the best fitness value gained during the
training, are used in the simulation with evaluating data-sets (see section 4.4). A
flowchart of an independent optimisation process carried in the constructed framework
is shown in figure 7.

Next, we introduce the pipeline of algorithmic cycle. First we define necessary
conventional terminology used with genetic algorithms as they are applied in this
study.

• Chromosome – A set that contains a membership function for all fuzzy sets
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Figure 7: Flowchart of the GA framework built
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defined for all our variables (A,Q,E). One simulation run needs one chromosome
to proceed. For simulation, a chromosome is represented as one fuzzy file. For
genetic process manipulation, it is encoded into a bit string.

• Gene – A part of the bit string presentation of a chromosome that contains
information of one membership function. Note that, in our application, genes
are not always independent, i.e., one gene may not describe the full form of an
individual membership function.

• Generation – A collection of chromosomes, which in turn are used to produce
new collection of chromosomes by genetic manipulation (elitism, cross over,
mutation)

The training process starts by encoding an initial generation of chromosomes
to the bit string form. Then, algorithmic cycle has four main parts: production of
a new generation, decoding chromosomes to fuzzy files, running simulations, and
measuring fitness values from simulation results. For genetic manipulation we use
geneticalgs Python package [9] with its code modified to work according to our needs.
Encoding and decoding parts and fitness evaluation functionalities are programmed
by the author. Simulations are made with FITS simulation software. All necessary
application interfaces between simulator and other processes are also implemented
by the author.

In following subsections we clarify in detailed manner the four parts of the
framework construction. Exact functionality of GA generation manipulation is
omitted here, as they are widely known, and the program code with its documentation
is publicly available. Parameter choices for different optimisation runs are explained
in the section concerning results. Order of the descriptions is the same as processes
of the GA framework.

3.3 Encoding and decoding
A fuzzy file used by Fits simulator consist of numerical data describing the form of the
membership functions discretely. For genetic manipulation, membership functions
of one file are converted to bit strings. By choosing appropriate way to encode
memberships, we can also include some reasonable rules how the relations between
fuzzy sets should look like. This guarantees that genetic manipulation does not
produce unnatural or cumbersome chromosomes, such as those where the fuzzy set
’A(a few)’ could contain higher values than the fuzzy set ’A(medium)’. This type of
behaviour would change the natural meaning of the rules, which is not reasonable as
we are not willing to change the rule base in the process.

We will assume that all the membership functions are triangular or shoulder
type. With input variables A and Q it is important that supports of the fuzzy sets
representing them are covering the domain of possible input measurement values.
Otherwise there would be situations, in which no rule will be ever triggered: all
If-parts of the rules would have truth degree 0 if one of the input measurements is not
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part of any fuzzy set defined. However, this condition is not sufficient to guarantee
at least one rule to trigger: form and amount of the rules are also essential.

In our system, an encoded chromosome is 57 bits long bytecode string. Gene
lengths are from 2 to 5 bits, but genes for fuzzy sets of the same variable are
interconnected. Information of all the fuzzy sets are given in Table 1, which includes
the abbreviations we will use to refer to them.

Table 1: Fuzzy sets of the Fits fuzzy controller

Fuzzy set Abbreviation Gene length Form
A(zero) Az 2 Shoulder
A(a few) Af 4 Triangular

A(medium) Am 4 Triangular
A(high) Ah 4 Shoulder

A(more than few) Amtf 4 Shoulder
A(more than medium) Amtm 4 Shoulder

Q(a few) Qf 4 Triangular
Q(medium) Qm 4 Triangular
Q(too long) QT L 4 Shoulder

Q(less than few) Qltf 4 Shoulder
Q(less than medium) Qltm 4 Shoulder

E(Zero) Ez 0 Shoulder
E(Short) Es 5 Triangular

E(Medium) Em 5 Triangular
E(Long) EL 5 Triangular

Even though crisp measurement values are always integers, it is more convenient
to consider membership as functions, whose domain is real numbers. Triangular
fuzzy sets can be expressed with three values, namely unique peak point (x with
µ(x) = 1) and minimum and maximum of the support interval. With shoulder-type
fuzzy sets, membership values are 1 either before or after some point. Same holds for
value 0 The peak point is the unique point, whose membership value is 1, but every
environment of the point contains points with other membership values, i.e. towards
left or right from the peak point membership value starts to descend. Another value
needed to determine shoulder-type function is the zero point, which is similar kind
of point but with membership value zero. These point are very natural, despite that
they are hard to explain in rigour. Figure 8 illustrates the peak and zero points of
both types.

With Az gene is used to express its zero point. Genes for all the other fuzzy sets
of variables A and Q are used to express the peak point. Genes of variable E define
peak and zero points, except Ez which will not be changed at all.

Basically genes consist of integers represented in a binary format. Let us have a
gene with length 4 from a chromosome in a bytecode format g0g1g2g3 with gi ∈ {0, 1}.
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Figure 8: Triangular (brown) and shoulder-type (purple) shaped membership func-
tions with peak points marked with blue and zero points with red.

This gene is decoded by formula
3∑

i=0
2igi (1)

which results an integer value between 0 and 15. Genes of output variable E have
two separate values represented with 3 digits and 2 digits. But the value obtained by
formula (1) cannot be used solely as a peak point, because the natural order of sets
could be mixed. We would like to preserve following ordering to be true between the
peak points of the fuzzy sets:

Az < Af < Am < Ah and Af < Amtf and Am < Amtm

Qf < Qm < QT L and Qltf < Qf and Qltm < Qm (2)
Ez < Es < Em < EL

Note that in above formulas "<" represents the normal order between peak points
of the corresponding fuzzy sets. For maintaining this order, we construct the final
decodings of genes to be dependent on the set lower in the desired ordering of formula
(2) when necessary.

Let us denote D to be the decoded value of a gene for any fuzzy set of input
variables A or Q. This means that

D =
k∑

i=0
2igi, gi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, (3)

where k is the length of the corresponding gene we are examining. For the output
variable E, only first 3 digits of its gene are used while defining D. Table 2 shows all
formulas to count peak points for all fuzzy sets, where the peak point of the set is
for simplicity denoted by the set itself. For Az the gene of length 2 defines its zero
point by similar formula D + 1. Peak point of Az is always 0.

The constant terms of formulas in Table 2 guarantee that adjacent sets have
different peak values, because it is always possible that D = 0 in some cases. With
Es, we determine minimum extension to be three seconds, because it is reasonable
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Table 2: Gene decoding formulas for fuzzy sets. Value of D is counted from the gene
of the corresponding fuzzy set

Set Decoding
Af D + 1
Am D + Af + 1
Ah D + Am + 1

Amtf D + Af + 1
Amtm +Am + 1

Set Decoding
Qf D + 1
Qm D + Qf + 1
QT L D + Qm + 1
Qltf min(D, Qf − 1)
Qltm D + Qf

Set Decoding
Es D + 3
Em D + Es + 1
EL D + Em + 1

to have such an extension that most of the vehicles triggering the extension have a
possibility to benefit it.

We also have to determine all the zero points to have a well-defined decoding for
a chromosome. In many cases we simply use the peak points of adjacent sets. For
example, in set Am, the lower zero point is the peak point of Af and the higher zero
point is the peak point of Ah. This guarantees that every measurement belongs to
support of one fuzzy set in the case of variables A and Q. Some variations of this
principle have been made to create a reasonable difference between the sets. Zero
point choices for variables A and Q are introduced in Table 3.

Table 3: Zero points of variables A and Q. Again, set symbols are identified with the
peak points of corresponding set. Infinity stands for non-existing zero point apparent
with shoulder-type sets.

Set Low zero High zero
Af

Az

2
i Am

Am Af Ah

Ah Am ∞
Amtf

Amtf

2 ∞
Amtm Amtf ∞

Set Low zero High zero
Qf 0 Qm

Qm Qf QT L

QT L Qm ∞
Qltf −∞ Qltm

Qltm −∞ Qltm + QLT − Qm

Genes of output sets Ex define also the zero points with last two digits of their
gene bit string. Let us denote ax ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} to be the decoded number (by the
formula (3)) of the two digit part of the gene Ex. Number ax is used to define the
distance between zero points and the peak point. Minimum difference is 2, so zero
points for all the extension sets Ex are of the form Ex − (ax + 2) and Ex + (ax + 2).
If with the set Es the lower zero point would be less than zero, it is set to be zero
instead of the outcome of the above mentioned formula. This is the only case when
triangular membership function of an extension fuzzy set does not have the shape of
an isosceles triangle.

For simplicity we have formulated the decoding and encoding of genes and
chromosomes so, that their peak and zero point relations to the adjacent sets are as
similar as reasonable. In most of the cases, bit string representation is in one-to-one

iIf Az

2 ≥ Af , low zero is Af − 1
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correspondence with actual membership function they represent. An exception is the
decoding formula of the set Qltf , which allows several different chromosomes to yield
exactly same membership functions. For example, assume that the peak point of Qf

is 4. Then all those chromosomes, who also have decoded gene value of Qltf between
4 and 16, are actually giving value 3 for Qltf . Compared to the full cardinality of
different string representations (257 possibilities) this is not disturbing the overall
GA process.

All the formulas showed are decoding formulas giving key values, which are
needed to define the full membership functions. Encoding is always just an inverse
operation. Of course arbitrary membership functions can not be transferred to the
bit string form so that their original shape would be preserved. In the encoding
phase, only those values needed to form the 57 bit long string are identified from the
full membership functions. Other information (mostly about zero points) that differs
from our assumptions, is restructured by the rules described above.

3.4 FITS simulation
After chromosome has been decoded to the MFs of the fuzzy sets, fuzzy file for FITS
simulation is automatically produced. Simulation parameters are set according to the
training data used for a particular optimisation run. There is 15 to 30 minutes long
no-report period in the beginning and in the end of each simulation. This ensures
that traffic situation during the active measurement time is realistic: in the beginning
of the simulation the model is empty, since no vehicles are generated yet. Every
traffic arrival data-set used should be equally long, because every individual data file
needs its own simulation run, and the simulation length is determined beforehand.
Typically from one to four data files representing different days are used to evaluate
one single chromosome. Simulations are scripted to run sequentially, and report from
all the runs are produced and saved for fitness evaluation.

The report of one simulation offers a summarized measurement results about
traffic behaviour and signal cycle rhytms. An example of a report file is shown in
Figure 9. Information is provided as all counted together and also separately for every
signal group. Vehicle measurements, like delays or travel speed are only counted
for vehicles going through signalized routes of the junction. This is suitable for our
study, since we are interested in the effectiveness of signals. Vehicles turning right
are included in the simulations to have a realistic traffic patterns, but measurements
of their behaviour are not relevant in the description of signal controller effectiveness.
In the fitness evaluation, any of the outcome measurements provided by the report
can be used. This allows optimisation to be done easily in multiple different ways
and also for particular flow directions.

3.5 Fitness evaluation
For fitness evaluation we implement a predefined policy that is translated to the form
of Bellman-Zadeh decision making tool. BmZ can take into account multiple desires
for traffic performance, while giving an unique fitness value for a chromosome. In
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Figure 9: Example report of an individual simulation run of FITS

the current construction of the GA framework, we can use any single measurement
of the FITS simulation report as individual criterion.

3.5.1 Tolerance limits

One strong idea behind the BmZ is that we do not have to invent a specific procedure
how to weight different measurements involved in the fitness evaluation. Instead
we can give smooth instructions about our policy desires on certain criteria. Let
us denote a policy based evaluation measure with y. For every measurable y, we
define two numerical values that are called tolerance limits: yF is considered as fully
tolerated, and y0 as untolerated limit value.

Example 3.1. Let us assume that we have the average travel time as one evaluation
criterion denoted by yatt. This is straight listed in the simulation report (see figure 9),
so we can directly give suitable tolerance limits that represent our desired policy. For
example, we would like to have that average travel time cannot be over 50 seconds,
but that it is perfectly acceptable if the average travel time is below 40 seconds.
Then we would set y0

att = 50 and yF
att = 40.
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Individual fitness for one criterion is then defined through these limits and the
obtained value. The direction of better fitness depends on the measure. In the case
of Example 3.1, smaller values are better. Then all values of y below yF are defined
to give fitness 1 for the estimated criterion y and all values over y0 give fitness value
0.

Tolerances are a way to adjust which criteria are actively taken account in the
GA process. If a full tolerance of some criterion is generally achieved among the
generation, its value is not affecting to the fitness evaluation outcome and therefore
not contributing to the choices made in genetic manipulation part of the process.
It is not permanently excluded from the decision making, since the fitness for that
criterion is still calculated. If the measurement of the criterion starts to move towards
non-tolerated limit, it is then noticed again in the evaluation. A chromosome, which
has any criterion value in the vicinity of its untolerated limit, is very unlikely to
contribute to the next generation.

3.5.2 Bellman-Zadeh formulae

Here we provide the exact formula of fitness evaluation based on predefined tolerance
limits. For this purpose we give the next definitions that define also precise notation
for tolerances.

Definition 3.2. Let n be the number of criteria used for evaluation. Let X be a
set of applicable chromosomes. Then for each criteria i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and x ∈ X, we
define a function

yi : X → R,

where yi(x) is the value of criteria i.

For every i, we define the tolerance limit values y0
i and yF

i discussed above.
Assume that y0

i > yF
i . Then we can define the fitness function for one criterion as

follows.

Definition 3.3. Let n be the number of criteria used for evaluation. For i ∈
{1, . . . , n} we define a function

Ci : R → [0, 1],

so that Ci(y0
i ) = 0 and Ci(yF

i ) = 1. If y0
i ≥ z ≥ yF

i , then

Ci(z) = y0
i − z

y0
i − yF

i

. (4)

In addition Ci(z) = 1 for z ≤ yF
i and Ci(z) = 0 for z ≥ y0

i . We call Ci to be fitness
function of criterion i.

As we see, fitness functions are defined to be linear and have values from 0 to 1
between the tolerance limits. In the case y0

i < yF
i , we just turn the inequality signs
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and multiply right hand side of (4) by −1. Combining Definitions 3.2 and 3.3, we
conclude that the fitness formula for every chromosome x and criteria i is

Ci(yi(x)) = max
{

0, min
{

1,
y0

i − yi(x)
y0

i − yF
i

}}
(5)

If there is just one criterion applied to evaluate the fitness value, equation (5) is the
fitness value of the chromosome. Otherwise, we have to obtain the final fitness value
by combining fitnesses of individual criteria. This is given in the next definition.

Definition 3.4. Let n be the number of criteria used for evaluation. The function

D : X → [0, 1], D(x) = min{C1(y1(x)), . . . , Cn(yn(x))}

is the total fitness function of a chromosome x.

The goal of the optimisation framework is to maximize the value of D. In [40],
it is shown that optimal solution is Pareto-optimal and lies in the middle of the
Pareto-optimal front. In few words, optimisation by Bellman-Zadeh evaluation seeks
to find a maximal level of tolerance than can be fulfilled by all the criteria.

3.6 Genetic manipulation
Programmed algorithm handles each chromosome of the generation sequentially.
Fitness values for chromosomes are stored in the memory of GA program and next
chromosome is handled. After all fitnesses of the generation are calculated, next
generation will be formed according to elitism, cross over and mutation actions,
whose parameters defined for the whole optimisation run in advance. With cross
over and mutation actions the choice of parent chromosomes is carried by ranking
method. In ranking method all the chromosomes of a generation get the rank that is
based on their fitness. The chromosome with the best fitness gets rank that equals
the size of the generation. The next best chromosome gets always one unit lower
rank than the just ranked one. Finally the worst fitted chromosome gets rank 1. The
probability to choose a certain chromosome to be a parent is its rank value divided
by total sum of the ranks. In principle this gives every chromosome a possibility to
be a parent of the genetic actions, but favors strongly the chromosomes with high
ranks. For example if the generation size is 16 as we will use, then there is 51%
probability that that choice of a parent is among the five highest fitted chromosomes.

3.7 Optimisation scenarios
We have chosen some alternative approaches to perform optimization for membership
functions of FITS fuzzy inference system by using genetic algorithm. Big changes
in nature and volume of traffic demand is the main reason for a proposal to divide
optimization process to multiple individual parts. Although we do not run the traffic
management logic using time-varying membership functions, the detection module
of the Simon system is capable to be extended in this direction. This makes our
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optimisation effort for time-dependent membership functions useful. We can also
evaluate how well our GA approach copes with different types of membership altering
schemes.

Following daytime division scenarios for membership function optimisation are
experimented in this thesis:

1fA One-for-all: static membership functions to be used whole day

PTP Peak time phases: division of day to different constant time optimisation classed
based on observed peak times

TV Throughput volume: dynamic division of a day to optimisation classes according
to the traffic demand situation

The 1fA scenario is the most simple scenario to optimise. It is a good reference
point to show comparatively how effective it is to divide optimization process to
several parts as is done in the other scenarios. Our hypothesis is that full day traffic
is too complex and has too much different situations for our GA construction to be
powerful enough to find the best possible solutions under this scenario in practical
simulation time. We have two alternative ways to conduct the training of the 1fA
optimisation: we can use whole day as a training data, or choose shorter data sets
throughout the day.

In PTP scenario daytime is divided to 5 different time intervals to take account
peak time differences occurring during the day. Optimisations are done separately
for all of the time intervals independently from each other. The intervals are picked
so that two of them represent morning and evening peak times. Other three intervals
represent daytimes before, between and after the two peak intervals. Investigation
for the suitable time limits for the peak intervals was done by examining the demand
changes throughout the day according to the Simon database. Finally it seemed
suitable to choose demand level over 2000 vehicles per hour to be the limit for peak
hour. All the weekdays investigated showed that these limits are exceeded within
half an hour long time window in majority of the days. To make a simple setting, the
median time of exceeding times of the 2000 vehicles per hour limit were chosen as
rigid borders for the peak time intervals. This choice is not restricting the usability of
the outputs of PTP scenario. Idea of the time interval division for this optimisation
scenario is based on different types of traffic demand and not directly to the actual
time. If the peak times of a junction are shifted in reality, the time intervals when
the optimised memberships categories are assigned in the control situation can be
shifted accordingly. Table 4 shows the time intervals used in Tasman-Zanker case for
PTP optimisation scenario.

The TV scenario is supposed to concern the traffic demand more sensitively
than PTP scenario. There are seven categories for different type of traffic demand.
Categories are mainly based on the total hourly throughput of the junction with
evenly spaced categories. In addition, there are extra division for polarized and
non-polarized demand for certain throughput levels. This behavioural difference in
traffic was clearly visible in the Simon traffic data observed prior to choosing the
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Table 4: Time frames of the PTP scenario

Phase Time interval
Early morning before 7:45
Morning peak 7:45–10:30
Daytime 10:30–16:15
Afternoon peak 16:15-19:00
Evening After 19:00

categories. Our hypothesis is that this scenario should produce the best outcomes,
as it fits the control parameters into the traffic demand dynamically. For the signal
controller be able to advance the outcomes of the TV scenario, it needs to identify the
throughput and change the memberships according to the traffic demand situation
observed. For training stage it is easy to choose appropriate vehicle data files. In
the evaluation stage, the traffic demand situation is surveillanced point-wise every
15 minutes. Membership functions are changed for the next 15 minute period if the
throughput measurement indicates a categorical change in the throughput.

Results from [32], where membership function are static, show that principle
of fuzzy control is itself better than any vehicle actuated control. Therefore 1fA
scenario is expected to also gain some improvement. As Bingham [8] found out,
FITS controller should work even better with memberships adjusted according to
the traffic demand. Therefore it is interesting to compare the differences between the
chosen scenarios in our case study, which differs quite much from the experimental
setting used by Bingham.
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4 Current field installation and data
In this section we introduce the Tasman-Zanker case study junction,as well as the
Simon traffic management and data collecting system installed into the junction by
RSM. We describe the data acquisition and argue for its modification into our study
model. Not all aspects of the junction are part of this study, and we will explain the
connections and differences between the reality and our study model. In the end,
training and evaluation data for all the scenarios are identified.

4.1 Tasman-Zanker junction
RSM Ltd. has established a testbed of their Simon AI traffic management system
into the junction of Tasman Drive and Zanker Road located in San Jose, California,
USA. The junction has 19 approaching lanes for road vehicles, four crosswalks, and
a light rail along Tasman Drive. Figure 11 shows the layout and the surroundings
of the junction. There are eight signalized approaches, where the straight and left
turning approach have their own independent signal group, while right turnings are
not signalized, but they have yield signs instead. There is only one clearly dedicated
lane for right turners approaching from east along Tasman Drive. In other directions,
right turning pocket separates from the rightmost straight going lane from ten to
twenty meters before the junction front. Although traffic camera observations reveal
that lanes are wide enough for vehicles turning right to have a room the steer towards
right even earlier. There are eight signalized directions through the junction. They
are labeled as in Figure 10.

(a) Dir 1(N-S) (b) Dir 2(S-N) (c) Dir 3(W-E) (d) Dir 4(E-W)

(e) Dir 5(N-E) (f) Dir 6(S-W) (g) Dir 7(W-N) (h) Dir 8(E-S)

Figure 10: Labeling of signalized directions through the Tasman-Zanker junction

Simon system has radars detecting incoming traffic per lane from every origin
direction. Distance of the detection point varies between 40 and 100 meters before
the stop line. Detection by a radar triggers a vehicle generator in the online FITS
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simulation model of the Tasman-Zanker junction and the Simon system emulates
the behaviour of vehicles. The signal controller inside the FITS simulator uses real
time traffic signal data acquired from the actual field controller. Various information
are collected from the path of vehicles through the online simulation model, which
is run in cloud servers. Results are stored in the Simon database, which acts as a
main source of traffic data for our offline simulation study purposes of this thesis.
According to the information collected to the Simon database, typical traffic demand
level of a weekday are represented in Tables 5 and 6. It should be noted that the
radar detection system has had outages and configuration problems during fall 2017,
which have affected negatively to the preciseness of the data collected so far.

Table 5: Straight going traffic of a typical weekday in Tasman-Zanker

Time veh/h
6:00-8:00 140
8:00-10:00 260
10:00-12:00 260
12:00-14:00 300
14:00-16:00 280
16:00-18:00 390
18:00-20:00 400
20:00-22:00 240

(a) Direction 1 (N→S)

Time veh/h
6:00-8:00 280
8:00-10:00 530
10:00-12:00 400
12:00-14:00 330
14:00-16:00 290
16:00-18:00 450
18:00-20:00 350
20:00-22:00 140

(b) Direction 2 (S→N)

Time veh/h
6:00-8:00 70
8:00-10:00 220
10:00-12:00 210
12:00-14:00 270
14:00-16:00 280
16:00-18:00 440
18:00-20:00 360
20:00-22:00 80

(c) Direction 3 (W→E)

Time veh/h
6:00-8:00 410
8:00-10:00 690
10:00-12:00 370
12:00-14:00 300
14:00-16:00 220
16:00-18:00 340
18:00-20:00 220
20:00-22:00 120

(d) Direction 4 (E→W)

Simon is not currently running the control in the field (it would we principally
capable to do so though), but it is used for now as an efficiency measurement tool.
It collects, calculates and stores information about traffic situation and performance
by observing incoming vehicles and signal status changes. Events of the junction are
emulated in the FITS micro simulation environment, and efficiency calculations are
based on measurements of the simulation. Developing the accuracy of the simulation
is a continuing process, because the installation is quite recent. The system was set
up and have been running since August 2017.

There has been observed different forms of phase structures in the field signal
controller of the Tasman-Zanker junction. There are still no clear pattern to be
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Table 6: Left turning traffic of a typical weekday in Tasman-Zanker

Time veh/h
6:00-8:00 100
8:00-10:00 370
10:00-12:00 280
12:00-14:00 200
14:00-16:00 90
16:00-18:00 140
18:00-20:00 80
20:00-22:00 30

(a) Direction 5 (N→E)

Time veh/h
6:00-8:00 40
8:00-10:00 100
10:00-12:00 90
12:00-14:00 90
14:00-16:00 100
16:00-18:00 210
18:00-20:00 130
20:00-22:00 40

(b) Direction 6 (S→W)

Time veh/h
6:00-8:00 30
8:00-10:00 70
10:00-12:00 100
12:00-14:00 120
14:00-16:00 100
16:00-18:00 120
18:00-20:00 140
20:00-22:00 50

(c) Direction 7 (W→N)

Time veh/h
6:00-8:00 70
8:00-10:00 170
10:00-12:00 80
12:00-14:00 100
14:00-16:00 90
16:00-18:00 190
18:00-20:00 120
20:00-22:00 50

(d) Direction 8 (E→S)

seen, when and why these changes are made. In Figure 12, these different phase
alternatives are drawn.

We are not especially investigating the effect of signal phase structure, so all
of the optimization processes are made with phasing that supports flexibility and
takes account train movements even if they are not part of the simulations. Chosen
phasing for our study is shown in the Figure 12a.

One of the aims of this thesis is to show how much more efficient FITS fuzzy
controller could make the traffic performance through different efficiency measures.
For this reason, we need to know the parameters of the actual field controller. These
are deducted by monitoring the traffic signal data stream from the field controller and
by traffic camera. Table 7 shows direction-wise parameters observed, when priorities
of the light rail train does not have an impact. The maximum greens for directions
3 and 4 are lengthened remarkably under train priority, which function very early
in advance. The maximum green can be even as long as 130 seconds. Control in
the field is vehicle actuated. From signal data combined with radar detection it was
not possible to evaluate gap seeking time interval exactly, since radar detections are
partly done closer to the junction than the actual detection locations of the field
controller. We tested different parameter choices instead and picked the one that
gave best performance with respect to overall delays and was reasonable noting the
speed limits.
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Figure 11: Satellite image of the Tasman-Zanker junction

(a) Phase order alternative 1

(b) Phase order alternative 2

(c) Phase order alternative 3

Figure 12: Observed Phase pictures of the field controller in Tasman-Zanker
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Table 7: Tasman-Zanker field controller parameters

Property Directions Value

Minimum green 1-4 10s
5-8 5s

Maximum green 1-4 50s
5-8 30s

Amber time 1-8 5s
Minimum red time 1-8 2s

4.2 Descripition of the data acquisition for Simon system
For evaluating the performance of the Tasman-Zanker junction and studying the traffic
management adaptation, we need relevant and detailed enough traffic information.
This includes realistic arrival times from vehicles traveling through the intersection
with their origin, destination and speed levels. Some of this information can be
extracted indirectly from the Simon database and some are evaluated by other
knowledge gathered from the junction. Due to problems in radar detection reliability
mentioned in previous section, connectivity logs of radars have been checked to be at
normal rate in those intervals used as training and evaluation data. Data sets used
are collected between the 29th September and the 31st October 2017.

Detection points are close enough that all left turning lanes and one right turning
lane observations (origin 4, see figure 10d) are separate from straight going lane
observations, also vehicles do not likely change their destination direction after
detection. Therefore we give all vehicles detected in the left turning lane destination
that corresponds the left turn from respective origin direction. From other origins
than number 4 we are not able to evaluate from individual vehicle, if it is turning
right or going straight. We still assume that only vehicles driving the rightmost lane
might turn right. From these detections, random generator chooses if the destination
of individual vehicle set to turn right or go straight with a ratio based on field
observations. Manual counting was made using traffic camera recordings from the
Tasman-Zanker junction. Even though we assume that after the detection point
vehicles are unlikely to change their destination target anymore, our simulation model
allows lane changes, so arriving traffic can organize itself according to the queue
situation adequately.

Speed levels of detected vehicles were not available for this study. Instead, we
use speed limits assigned to each road segment connecting to the junction as a basic
desired speed for vehicles approaching the junction. Speed limit along Zanker Road
and towards east along Tasman Drive is 70 kilometers per hour, and towards west
60 kilometers per hour. Individual desired speed for a unique vehicle is determined
randomly around these values to avoid unnatural homogeneity of traffic flows. Delays
experienced by a vehicle are connected to this assigned speed value: whenever a
vehicle cannot maintain its desired speed, it experiences a delay. With left turning
vehicles we have to separate delay caused by curvature and by signals to evaluate
correctly for example the level of service.
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Our offline model is constructed for wider purposes and is capable of taking into
account traffic departing from or heading to side paths. It generates vehicles much
further from the junction than radar detections by Simon system are actually made.
That is why every time stamp must be transformed in time so that their arrival
to the junction area in the offline model follows approximately the arrival times
in the real situation. Time stamp in the database is the time vehicle is leaving
from the online model. First, travel time value of the individual vehicle measured
by online simulation of Simon system is reduced from its time stamp. Then travel
time difference between the generation points of the two models (distance between
generation points divided by speed limit of the road section) is reduced. Value gained
will be used as arrival time in the offline model.

4.3 Training data for the scenarios
In section 3.7 we introduced three optimisation scenarios, namely 1fA, PTP, and
TV, which differ from each other by how the day is divided to different individual
optimisation parts. This section explains the training data chosen for the scenarios
from Simon database. To define categories of PTP and TV scenario, we used
information from traffic weekdays 2nd, 5th, 23th, and 30th October 2017 to evaluate
peak times and demand level changes during the day in Tasman-Zanker junction.
Choice of intervals was based on total throughput. All the dates were in accordance
with each other what comes to the total demand.

4.3.1 1fA scenario

We have two alternative ways to train 1fA scenario. One option is to use all day
long data: for that we have used a typical traffic day 23th October between 6am and
20pm to run the GA optimisation. In another option, we used five one hour long
periods of the day from different parts of the day.

4.3.2 PTP scenario

Choosing appropriate time intervals for five categories was made by evaluating the
typical peak times according to 15 minute throughput data. This was acquired by
running FITS simulation between 6:00 and 23:00 with reports for every 15 minutes.
Throughput of over 2000 vehicles per hour was used as limit for peak-hours. Using
this as limit we got 2300-2400 vehicles per hour as average peak-time throughput,
and about 1600 veh/h as daytime traffic. All four examination days showed very
similar time limits, so choice was quite straightforward and natural. Training time
intervals used in this scenario are shown in Table 8.

4.3.3 TV scenario

For the demand level category formation, amount of vehicles per cycle, and average
and maximal queuing vehicle counts were used to set up border values for categories.
The nature of different traffic behaviour was also taken into account by examining
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Table 8: Time intervals of the PTP scenario (2)

Phase Time interval
Early morning 6:00–7:45
Morning peak 7:45–10:30
Daytime 10:30–16:15
Afternoon peak 16:15-19:00
Evening 19:00–22:00

the division of throughput number between main directions 1-4. Traffic is polarized
just before peak time in the morning and little bit similarly after the afternoon peak.
Because all signal groups have same fuzzy control at the same time, it is not important
what are the directions of polarized traffic, because effects of the membership functions
remain the same. But when same traffic demand is more equally distributed between
directions, we expect that inference rules will act differently, because the change in
the scale of input measurement values affect the triggering of the rules. Therefore
having different category for polarized and non-polarized traffic is justified. This
gives optimization process a possibility to specialize in these different types of traffic
with same throughput, which are occurring in different time of the day. The TV
scenario has finally seven categories which are defined in Table 9.

Table 9: Categories of Throughput volume scenario (3)

Category Throughput (veh/h) Polarized
I - 1000 -
II 1000 - 1500 no
III 1000 - 1500 yes
IV 1500 - 2000 no
V 1500 - 2000 yes
VI 2000 - 2500 -
VII 2500 - -

Because TV categories are way more homogeneous than five time intervals of
PTP scenario, we use only 30 minute long traffic data blocks for training. Choice of
the exact training intervals is carried as follows. For the lowest demand category, the
control is not expected to work very differently with different traffic demand levels
(under 1000 veh/h), since the control decisions advance mostly just lowest level fuzzy
sets. Therefore we used interval that was near the limit value 1000 to have the most
versatile possible set of traffic situations included. From morning traffic interval just
before demand goes over 250 was chosen, and in evenings second under 250, so that
there is not too intense traffic when the evaluated simulation starts.

With the highest demand group ultimately highest values found were used, so
that all the possible traffic demand occurring in the junction would be covered in the
evaluation. For the rest of the groups leading principle was to get the arrival data
from the middle of the demand value interval. With the second group there had to
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be made some relaxation, because time frame for that category was typically quite
short. Traffic demand was growing so fast, that it was not always possible to find
half an hour long period with traffic demand exactly inside the given throughput
interval.

4.4 Evaluation runs for optimised memberships
From different optimisation scenarios and policy settings we eventually obtain the
optimised membership functions produced by the proposed GA framework. Increased
fitness values tell directly if the algorithm has gained new solutions that improves the
fuzzy signal controller performance with the training data-sets. To properly evaluate
the success of our process, we need to test the outcome with the corresponding vehicle
arrival data not used during the optimisation process.

We have carefully collected four different evaluation dates from the Simon database.
We have chosen three different options to examine the results. One choice is to see
the averaged result of the whole day to get the overall picture of the capabilities of the
control suggestions. For this we run FITS simulation with all evaluation days using
traffic between 6am and 22pm. Second option is to compare control performances
during the peak hours and daytime. This is interesting, as we have a PTP scenario
which optimises the peak times separately. Also it is important to see how the
control performs with the high demand, because these times are usually getting most
attention from traffic planners. Evaluation intervals for peaks and daytime are same
than described in Table 8. Third illustration form is to show control performance
hourly through a day to see the results more detailed and follow the performance,
while traffic demand levels change. All evaluation data include the suitable no report
times for same reason as training data have.

Handling of the evaluation data depends on the scenario we have used. Different
scenarios and examination options use different arrival files. To avoid differences
that random processing involved in data acquisition from the Simon database causes,
we will simply cut the needed arrival file from the files containing full day. In this
manner all the destinations and desired speeds does not change when we change the
timeframe of the examination.

1. 1fA scenario uses the same final fuzzy file given by the genetic process in all
possible evaluation runs.

2. PTP scenario produces 5 final fuzzy file. Arrival files are cut so, that fuzzy files
are used in the evaluation simulations according to the time intervals given in
the Table 8.

3. TV scenario is the trickiest one to evaluate, because we do not have the
dynamical changing system yet built inside the FITS. The four evaluation
days have been divided beforehand to the seven categories of the scenario. In
practice this means that every 15 minute period of every evaluation day is
allocated into one of the categories according to the throughput of the previous
15 minute interval (change of control parameters is employed based on past
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traffic performance). Then simulations are run for all of these 15 minute
pieces of traffic with corresponding fuzzy file. Results are aggregated for the
examination illustrations.
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5 Results and comparisons
In this section we present outcomes of the different optimisation scenarios defined in
section 3.7 under three different policy settings. Comparisons are made against the
existing field controller and basic FITS fuzzy controller without adaptive adjustments
to show the usefulness of the designed optimisation system. Fine tuning of any
certain policy has not been the main agenda. Policy structures are examined to see
how well the system construction supports the proposed policy setting tool.

We start by showing a comparative study made prior to any decision about
optimisation scheme developed for this study. Purpose of that was to grasp some
hint about the performance of the FITS fuzzy controller itself and to see which
kind of outcomes we could probably expect. Comparisons were made against the
current actual field controller working in Tasman-Zanker intersection and FITS fuzzy
controller that had some default basic rules and hand tuned membership functions.
Also, settings of the simulation software remained unchanged in this comparison.

Then we discuss about GA parameters chosen based on test runs during the
programming phase of the GA framework. Observations made through these tests
were used to choose the general evolutionary parameters for the genetic algorithm.

We continue by presenting all policy settings used for optimisation. After that the
results from evaluation stage are presented for all of the policies (see stage description
in Section 4.4). Comparison between optimisation scenarios and existing control
options (basic fuzzy and field) are shown and interpreted. Finally, the consistency of
the used framework itself is discussed regarding to the observed differences between
training and evaluation stages.

5.1 Base case comparison
We first compared the current field controller with the default FITS fuzzy inference
system. Basic properties of the actual field controller were revealed through traffic
signal data. This information was fed to the internal controller system of the
FITS simulation software. Our comparison takes into account only road vehicle
data, because neither observations from pedestrians using crosswalks nor their signal
statuses were available. Light rail train could have been included by using its schedule
or estimating its presence through uncommonly extended green phases for directions
3 and 4; including it would have been rather interesting but somewhat imprecise.
Open questions were also the necessity of the extremely heavy priority level granted
for the light rail. Moreover, we did not have any information about it, and therefore
we decided to exclude it from this study.

Comparison was carried by using identical traffic arrival data from two full days
with both of the control schemes. FITS simulation software was used offline, and
the junction layout model was exclusively constructed. Three performance measures
were used: average delay of vehicles, percentage of vehicles going through straight or
left that had to stop and the length of the maximal delay observed.

Figure 13 shows the average delays and stopping percentages of straight going
traffic with both control schemes. Stopping percentage is the share of vehicles that
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(a) Average delays of directions 1 and 2 (b) Average delays of directions 3 and 4

(c) Stopped vehicles of directions 1 and 2 (d) Stopped vehicles of directions 3 and 4

Figure 13: Base case comparison with separated directions. Simulation time is 1
hour and timestamp stands for the middle point of the one hour interval

has to stop during the simulation because of a red signal. We can see that fuzzy
control outperforms the field controller clearly in directions 1 and 2 considering both
stops and delays. Situation with directions 3 and 4 is more even but fuzzy control
lowers the delays efficiently in other times than during late afternoon. Similar pattern
was also detected with left turning traffic. The Maximal delay is not so reliable
variable, because it is the absolutely highest delay value of one vehicle, which causes
it to usually experience great variances. In any case results of maximal delays suggest
also that basic fuzzy controller can keep the highest delays more stable, whereas field
control causes the highest delays to be significantly larger with high traffic demand.
However, this result is not statistically very trustworthy, but the observed behaviour
repeats with all the directions.

Overall result of the base case comparisons was that even the non-adjusted
default FITS fuzzy controller can reduce the delays and decrease stops compared to
the current field controller. The results are very promising and reveal the general
functionality of fuzzy logic to work well with traffic signal control tasks.

Aggregated traffic simulation results where gathered by using a representative
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weekday October 20th 2017 between 6:00 and 22:00. Default fuzzy controller caused
over 10% less delay than the current field controller. Also percentage of stopping
vehicles dropped from 71% to 68%.

By visually inspecting the simulation behaviour, it was clearly visible that traffic
demand of the Tasman-Zanker junction cannot advance the rule base efficiently
especially because the queue count rises quickly with multitude of conflicting ma-
neuvers compared to the two-phase structure the default FITS system was designed
for. Still, platooning effect is quite powerful, which allowed also "low" labeled fuzzy
sets to have usage. To have an insight, what kind of consequences changing the
default membership function has, we did an arbitrary non-systematic scaling test
for memberships. Even this made the traffic performance often better. Therefore
adjusting the membership functions systematically with GA based search should be
a sound way to seek for a better controller performance.

5.2 Testing the algorithm
At the same time with expanding the usability of the GA optimisation, we conducted
continuously test runs to understand the process behaviour. There are some fine
literature, e.g. [15], in which problems of GA parameter choices are discussed. In [15],
some test problems are also introduced. They are meant to be used to examine how
well GA can overcome certain typical difficulties involved in their usage. Our GA
implementation is very application-specific due to the customized fitness evaluation
process and it is not standard multi-objective approach, since the multiple criteria
are handled with BmZ. Therefore, our best shot was to run a variety of tests to
evaluate, if possible problems of the construction itself could hinder the usability of
the proposed algorithm.

Early observation was that generation of chromosomes can get too homogeneous
quite fast, if there is more than one chromosome preserved through elitism. One
reason for this might be that fitness of chromosomes are not extremely sensitive to
changes: chromosomes that diverse in few bits or less can often have even exactly the
same fitness value. The best solution tends to spill to the first ranks of the generation
within just 15 first generations, which leads the cross-over action to lose its power.
For insensitivity reasons, we were encouraged to use high mutation probability and
randomly varying amount of bits. Several experiments with different probabilities
showed that mutations that change more than two bits are favorable for better
progress of the search. Finally, we favored to use mutation probability of 50% with
ten arbitrarily chosen bits in the final runs.

Further tests showed that most of the increase in fitness value happens within 100
generations. This is good in a sense, that despite the efficient machine we have, some
of our scenarios are quite slow, and take several days even for 100 generations. We are
also interested about the speed of our genetic process, because in the future Simon
system could be equipped with optimisation system that would run automatically
in the background of the real control system, using fresh traffic data to adjust
itself. According to the test runs generations over 80 very seldom produce significant
improvements anymore. If some clear improvement to the best fitness value was
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acquired with higher generation than 100, we almost always managed to achieve this
same fitness level in another independent run with less than 100 generations. This is
in agreement with results in [40], where most of the improvements appeared during
clearly less than 100 generations.

An interesting finding was also that the effect of initial population seems not to
be very important. We have constructed a set of chromosomes by hand modifying the
default membership functions in different ways. Test runs showed that usually purely
random initial generations lead to almost as good fitness within the same number of
generations, and sometimes even better. This encourages us not to construct any
other initial generations, but to compare genetic processes always with the one preset
and any random initial population.

Sensitivity of the controller to the minor changes made on membership functions
seems to be quite low. According to test runs it is very common that two chromosomes
having a difference from one to five bits in their encoded bit string can produce
exactly same fitness values. There can be several reasons for this. One option
is that the rules that involve fuzzy sets whose memberships are very insensitive
are not used very often or even at all during the simulations. Although, on some
cases the actual change in memberships by a single bit can also be very small. The
scale of the change is heavily dependent of the bit modified and the whole string of
the chromosome in our encoding paradigm. Low sensitivity to the minor changes
suggests that proportion of the cross-over action should not be too large, since it
may affect negatively to the true homogeneity of the generation: minor crossings
that get same fitness value than a parent can easily conquer the top rankings, which
in turn weakens the cross-over action more. Therefore we favor mutation actions
more than cross-over.

We tested also the overfitting of the framework regarding the amount of training
data sets needed. Result was that there was no significant difference in the fitness
progress, when there was more than one data file (i.e more than one evaluation
simulation) per chromosome. With just one vehicle data file there was clear difference,
and the fitness progressed much further during the training. By comparing the
outcomes with other data after the optimisation, they did not usually show much
difference, hence the memberships were overfitting with just one traffic data file.

We made some test rounds also with changing one of the rules of the default
inference rules of the FITS controller. This was due to observation by Bingham [8],
who noticed that changing one rule led to reduced delays, because the added rule
represented very natural control decision during low queue counts. Our test runs
with GA framework did not support this result, thus we decided to skip this proposal.
This decision is in line with the study question of this thesis about the advancements
that can be made by changing only the membership functions.

5.3 Overview of the optimisation rounds
To investigate the capability of our constructed GA framework to adapt the controller
according to a desired policy, we formed three different tolerance limit sets to represent
three policies. Within every policy, we used two or three optimisation scenarios
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defined in Section 3.7. Several independent GA processes were run with all of these
combinations of policies and scenarios. There were always at least two proper runs:
with preset initial generation and a random one. Finally, from the different runs for
the same policy and scenario, one had to be chosen for the evaluation runs. It is not
meaningful to do the evaluation run from all the runs and make a choice based on
those results, because with the evaluation runs we are imitating the situation where
optimised memberships are put in use into the field. We decided to choose simply the
memberships from that optimisation run, which had the best fittest outcome. Later
in this section we discuss if this is a good choice by looking how well the criteria
measurements used for fitness evaluations of the training stage outcome reflect the
values of the same criteria measured in the evaluation runs. Three policy schemes
experimented are enlisted and explained next.

• Level of service According to the Highway Capacity Manual [14], level of
service for urban junction measures only delay of vehicles to give a level of
service class (A-F). Vehicle delays is also most commonly used measure to
evaluate traffic signal performance in the research literature. It is therefore a
relevant choice to use it as optimisation policy, since comparison is simple and
the meaning of the results easily interpretable. With this policy, we produced
the optimisation with all the three scenarios for daytime division.
Since we had the highest expectations on the TV scenario, we put extra
effort to its training. The TV scenario was trained sequentially changing the
evolutionary GA parameters in the middle of the process. In the first half there
were three different initial generations running the optimisation independently
from each other. GA parameters were set to support wider search. Then best
fittest chromosomes, excluding some identical ones, were gathered to form an
initial generation for second half that used more subtle parameters to search
closer around the already found solutions and their combinations. In practice
this meant more cross-over actions and less mutated bits on average.

• Environmental policy Lowering traffic emissions are, especially nowadays,
considered as a major tool for environment protection and slowing down the
climate change. For this reason, we investigate the capability of the framework
to adapt the environment friendly control. Percentage of vehicles that has
to stop in the junction is used as a policy measure in here. This is a proper
measure for environmental effectiveness, because most of the emissions caused
by vehicles are due to accelerating, especially when vehicles are fully stopped.
This policy was used to run optimisation with 1fA and PTP time division
scenarios.

• Mixed policy To evaluate the multi-criteria handling capabilities of the
Bellman-Zadeh technique in our experimental setting, we optimised also with
mixed policy using both average delay and stopping vehicle tolerances. Opti-
misation runs were also made with 1fA and PTP scenarios.

To advance Bellman-Zadeh approach decently, it is necessary to investigate
beforehand reasonable possibilities for tolerances, when at least two optimisation
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criteria are used. With level of service and environmental policy reasonably wide
tolerances were used to keep the fitnesses of all the chromosomes usually over zero
and definitely less than one. These choices based on observation made during the
building and testing the GA framework. Outcomes of the optimisation runs made
with these two policies were used to choose appropriate tolerances for mixed policy
optimisation. Appropriate here means such tolerance limits that it is likely for both
variables to be in the position of minimum tolerance within the generation throughout
the optimisation process. Tolerance limits used with 1fA scenario are shown in Table
10. Other scenarios use various different tolerances. Their adjustment reflects to the
traffic demand level, which affects directly to the levels of delay and stops.

Table 10: 1fA scenario tolerances for investigated policies. D and S stand for average
delay and stopping percentage respectively.

Policy D0 DF S0 SF

Level of service 30s 15s - -
Environmental - - 80% 50%
Mixed 27s 17s 75% 65%

5.4 Results of the optimisation rounds
Figures 14,15,16 and 17 show the comparative results for all optimisation scenarios
under different policies, moreover, they show the aggregated results from all of the
evaluation days. For every policy and its policy criterion measurement, there is
one subfigure of full day results, one showing the peak times averages and daytime
between the peak times, and one that presents hourly averages throughout the day.

Field controller bar represents the performance of the current actual field controller
of Tasman-Zanker junction and the bar of the unoptimised fuzzy control refers to
the default controller mentioned in Section 5.1. These results are not identical
with the base case comparison, since we have used more evaluation days and the
FITS simulation model parameters for fuzzy controller has been updated to fit
characteristics of Tasman-Zanker junction much more accurately. Note that policy
choice is not affecting these two bars as they are not part of the optimisation
framework. Other bars of figures 14-17 show the performance of their respective
optimisation scenario (1fA, PTP, TV, see Sections 3.7, 4.3 and 4.4).

5.4.1 Level of service policy

In Figure 14 we can see the resulted delays of the Level of service policy. There is a
clear improvement of average delays with every optimisation scenario. Default fuzzy
controller can decrease the delays over 10% as was noted also in Section 5.1, but
with optimised membership functions decrease in average delays is over 22%. During
the morning peak PTP optimisation decreases the delays over 25%. Optimisation
seems to be effective in other times than with low traffic demand. Even then FITS
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Figure 14: Average delays for Level of service policy case.
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fuzzy controller is more efficient than the field controller but optimisations are not
giving any further advancements to the default control.

Our hypothesis was that allowing different membership functions for different
traffic demand characteristics should give better results compared to the set of static
membership functions, however, results reveal that differences between the scenarios
are quite small. The best optimisation scenario varies from time to time: PTP
scenario is slightly better than others when examined with larger time intervals, but
all the scenarios achieve the minimum absolute average delay within some of the
evaluation hours.

Optimisation has clearly succeeded with other than low traffic volumes. During
peak times it has been the most efficient. This is in line with the fact that membership
functions of the default controller were designed to smaller junctions and for less
traffic. The results are not indicating that any of the scenarios would be superior
against each other, but optimisation framework is able to find notable improvement
to the signal control of Tasman-Zanker in terms of delays.

Due to the fact that TV scenario was not working as well as expected, we did
not investigate it with other scenarios, because its evaluation was a slow process
compared to other scenarios and needed much more work.

5.4.2 Environmental policy

Figure 15 shows comparison of vehicle stopping percentages, where optimisation
scenarios 1fA and PTP use stop percentage also as fitness evaluation criterion.
Overall observation is that optimised memberships can reduce stops, but the relative
difference is not even nearly as good as with the improvement gained with the level
of service policy optimisation. On a full day scale the improvement is 3–5%.

Results indicate also that success of the optimisation is quite different for different
traffic demand levels. For evening peak times default fuzzy controller cannot make
any improvement at all. Optimisation works at some level, but still the current field
controller have the least number of stops in some hourly simulations of the afternoon
and evening. Base case results in Figure 13 indicate also that this depends on the
approach direction. During the morning peak instead, optimisation scenarios work
way better than any other time.

Optimisation scenarios are not yielding good results for low traffic volumes. One
reason for this could be that neither scenario have optimisation interval with just low
demand times, namely evening phase of PTP scenario contains also traffic volumes
up to peak hour limit. On average it seems that 1fA scenario is better than PTP with
Environmental policy. It is hard to reason without more deeper statistical analysis
does optimisation give any meaningful advantage over default fuzzy control, since
results indicate clear daily variance between their relational position. Although, this
may also be explained in differences between approach directions.

Outside the evening peak fuzzy control seems to outperform the field controller
in general. When the traffic demand is low, it is especially effective against the field
controller.
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Figure 15: Stopping percentages for Environmental policy case.
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5.4.3 Mixed policy

In the Mixed optimisation policy there are tolerances defined for both average delays
and stopping percentage and the Figures 16 and 17 show the comparative results
respectively.

In a full day scale optimised memberships can reduce delays almost as well as
the level of service policy does. However, 1fA scenario is giving the lowest delays
with Mixed policy instead of PTP. This is consistent throughout the day, except
with the low traffic volumes in the evening: then all fuzzy control options perform
equally well, as is the case also with the Level of service policy. Again, all fuzzy
control options clearly outperform the current field controller.

Similarly than with Environmental policy, fuzzy controller generally has difficulties
to cope with the evening rush hours against the vehicle actuated field controller
regarding stopping percentages. Now the incompetence of the optimisation scenarios
to work well with low traffic volumes is very clear: optimised memberships raise the
stoppings from 55% level to 60% against the default fuzzy control. During other
times there is some variance form hour to hour.

Mixed policy reveals the trade-off balance between stoppings and delays: powerful
decrease in delays leads to more subtle advancements with stoppings. PTP scenario
seems to produce more balanced outcome than 1fA scenario, since PTP yields higher
delays than 1fA, but manages to reduce stops more. 1fA clearly favors to improve
delays with used tolerances. Interestingly PTP tends to partly have better stopping
results than with Environmental policy. This might also tell about the difficulties of
the framework to cope efficiently with minimizing stopping percentages.

By examining the result from Figure 18, we can notice that after Mixed policy
optimisation we anyway have lower stopping percentage levels compared to the Level
of service optimisation. Also by comparing average delays of Mixed policy against
those observed with outcomes of Environmental policy (Figure 19), we can see the
balancing effect of the Mixed policy. Under Environmental policy, 1fA scenario causes
even higher delays than the field controller. Mixed policy maintains the relationship
between the criteria in balance.

All in all there is a clear difference in traffic performance between the three
policies investigated, and the effect of Mixed policy is balancing the aims as expected.

5.4.4 Mixed policy versus alternating policies

Traffic managers may want to define different policies to be used in the different
times of a day. As we have seen, optimisation through one criterion might make
other relevant performance measures of a junction worse than would be desirable.
The Tasman-Zanker simulation results considered above show that from the among
the considered alternatives, the Mixed policy optimisation with PTP scenario results
the most balanced performance for the two key criteria.

We compared the Mixed optimisation results of the PTP scenario against the
alternating policy choice, where peak hours use Level of service policy and other
times Environmental policy. Results of criteria value measurements are shown in
Table 11. We can see that optimised Mixed policy produces less stops and causes
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Figure 16: Average delays for Mixed policy case.
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Figure 17: Stopping percentages for Mixed policy case.
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Figure 18: Stopping percentages of the Level of service policy case.
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Figure 19: Average delays for the Environmental policy case.
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Table 11: Full day average delay and stopping percentage results of Mixed and
Alternating policy

Control Stop % Delay (s)
Mixed policy 67.9 21.6
Alternating policy 69.7 22.2
Default fuzzy 69.0 23.9
Field 71.0 26.7

less delay than altering the policies optimised by one criterion. Strategy of altering
policies still behave better than current field controller of Tasman-Zanker junction in
daily average sense.

5.5 Consistency of the optimisation outcomes
We noted already during the testing of the proposed algorithm that control perfor-
mance is not sensitive to minor changes in the membership functions. We have also
observed that independent optimisation runs with same parameters and different
initial generation can evolve to very similar fitness values without converging to the
same membership functions. We look here into how similar the membership functions
of the outcomes with very close fitnesses are.

For policy evaluation conducted in Section 5.4, we made a simple choice that
form the parallel optimisation runs for the same policy and scenario, we will always
choose the chromosome with the best fitness to be evaluated and compared against
the other control options. It is not clear, however, that this is the best option to
make a choice. For this reason, we compare here the evaluation results with another
optimisation outcome with same fitness value. As we have had only possibility to
run a limited set of optimisation procedures in parallel, we do not have enough data
to make a deep analysis of this. Results will be merely indicative, and will tell how
critical careful analysis of this issue would be in the future.

There occurred a case with Mixed policy, where optimisation runs of the 1fA
scenario produced outcomes with fitness values 0.601 and 0.600. This example is
rather exciting, because the training data modification is different. Run 1 uses full
day (6am-8pm) as training material and Run 2 five one hour long intervals evenly
spaced through the day. In addition Run 1 uses random initial population and Run
2 our preset initial generation. Table 12 presents the measurement values of the
optimisation criteria with training and evaluation data. Results on average delay
resemble the training stage behaviour extremely well, however, stopping percentage
changes a lot with Run 2. The performance order of the Run 1 and Run 2 with
respect to stops swaps around in the evaluation stage compared to outcome fitness
values of the training stage.

Membership functions of both of the runs are shown in Figures 20 and 21.
Supports of the most of the fuzzy sets are not radically different. Mostly there is
just minor differences in the precise membership values, but the range scale is not
changing much. Bigger differences occur with the queue count (Q) sets less than a
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Table 12: Average delay and stopping percentage value comparison between two
Mixed policy optimisations with almost same trained fitness values

Property Run 1 Run 2
fitness value 0.600 0.601
training stage: average delay (s) 20.9 21.0
evaluation stage: average delay (s) 20.9 21.0
training stage: stops (%) 69.0 68.4
evaluation stage: stops (%) 69.2 69.4

few and less than medium, whose support is radically smaller with the Run 1 case
compared to Run 2. In addition the extension set ’Long’ tends to contribute for
longer extensions within Run 1 case.

Figure 20: Membership functions of Run 1 from the Table 12
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Figure 21: Membership functions of Run 2 from the Table 12
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6 Conclusions
The initial task for this thesis was to propose intelligent methods to optimise the
FITS fuzzy logic traffic signal controller. Additional aim was to consider also ways
with which traffic management planners could give directly policy instructions for
the optimisation scheme. To find a suitable method, literature search was conducted
to have an understanding about the state-of-art of fuzzy traffic signal controllers
and learn about experiences of earlier optimisation efforts of fuzzy signal controllers.
We found out that genetic algorithm methods have been successfully used to adjust
fuzzy controller parameters, especially their membership functions. For policy setting
aim, we found a method called Bellman-Zadeh decision making that can be take
into account multiple optimisation criteria, while using genetic algorithm with single
fitness function.

In this thesis, we have constructed an optimisation framework that is supposed
to adapt a fuzzy logic based traffic signal controller for a particular junction by using
customized genetic algorithm and micro simulation software. Proposed framework
can be used with different policies through Bellman-Zadeh decision making tool,
which gives to traffic management planners a possibility to give policy desires as
an input by defining tolerance limits for various measures that can be obtained
within the FITS simulation environment. Our proposed adaptation framework is
tested and evaluated with simulation model of Tasman-Zanker junction with real
traffic data obtained from the field. We tested the optimisation process with three
different policies and we used three different scenarios to divide a day time to traffic
demand level based subparts that can be optimised independently. Results of different
optimisation scenarios are compared against unoptimised FITS controller and the
current vehicle actuated signal controller of the Tasman-Zanker junction. Compared
policies were: Level of service policy with average delays as optimisation criterion,
Environmental policy with vehicle stops as criterion, and Mixed policy using both
criteria.

6.1 Performance of the proposed framework
Results showed that our optimisation framework can adapt the controller behaviour
according to the given policy. Especially average delays were strongly affected by
chosen policy, whereas impact to the vehicle stops were smaller. It turned out that
single criterion policies might not be the best option for optimisation, because they can
cause tremendous trade-off between different performance measures of the junction,
that is, better values for optimised measure come with the price of much worse
values for another measure. With carefully chosen tolerances for multiple criteria,
Bellman-Zadeh tool is able to produce quite balanced control option regarding the
criteria. Results indicate that the most of the trade-off happens in the vicinity of the
optimal values of single criterion: the possible advancement for some measure that
can be gained by giving up the multi-criteria policy (Mixed policy in our results)
causes likely non-desirable degradation to the measure left out from the optimisation
criteria set.
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Results of using only the Environmental policy where somewhat controversial.
It seems that current configuration of the framework cannot treat the vehicle stops
always consistently. Moreover, it might be that vehicle stops is a problematic measure
in the multi-phase junction as Tasman-Zanker as only one fourth of the approaching
directions can be green at the same time. More effective reduction of vehicle stops
might need control strategies that use information also from adjacent intersections,
i.e. coordinated signal control. It is not clear why the afternoon peak seams to be
challenging for FITS in general compared to the field controller. This might need
direction-wise analysis of the situation.

Employing different daytime division scenarios (1fA, PTP, TV) did not produce
significantly different results. Our experiments did not allow us to reach a final
conclusion on which scenario would be the best approach. Different policies favoured
different scenarios, and even then the differences where minor. Most of the time all
of them succeeded to optimise the FITS controller. In few situations none of the
scenarios could improve the performance of the default fuzzy control.

The TV scenario was only used with Level of service policy and we expected it
to be the most efficient, but this was not the case, regardless the fact that it showed
the most efficient improvements in fitness values during the training stage compared
to other scenarios. Therefore there might be problems in the evaluation stage. It is
possible that changing the membership functions during the evaluation is delayed
too much as traffic situation is checked every 15 minutes. Also it is possible that
the category limits are too rigid: there happens quite a lot changes from category to
another even when the larger scale traffic situation stays the same. Possibly, these
category changes caused by local fluctuations in traffic demand disturb the control
too much and controller should recognize this. Interestingly, we face here echoes
of the challenge occurred in [8], where optimisation under changing traffic was not
efficient.

With Level of service policy PTP seemed to perform slightly better than others.
It was also more balanced than 1fA under the Mixed policy. This suggests that
division fo the day to opitimisation tasks by demand is a good choice. Still there
are some problems with the proposed division. None of the time intervals of PTP
have solely very low traffic, which probably is the reason that PTP outcomes did not
succeed during the low traffic demand.

1fA scenario performed surprisingly well compared to other scenarios. Naturally,
high demand traffic has the biggest impact on the 1fA scenario, because fitness
evaluation is calculated using averages, which explains why it did not show opti-
misation progress with low demand traffic. One possible reason for the equality of
the scenarios is that 1fA manages to already be very close to the limit that can be
achieved by adjusting only membership functions of the inference system of FITS.
On the other hand, results of Mixed policy show that there are certain differences
between 1fA and PTP regarding to how different criteria are balanced.

All in all, generally our optimisation framework succeeded to boost the perfor-
mance of the Tasman-Zanker junction under every tested policy in desirable manner.
Summarized answers to the study questions defined in Section 1.5 are:

1. FITS is capable to make the controller of the Tasman-Zanker junction better.
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Results show that FITS controller can decrease average delays of the field
control 20–30% depending on traffic demand.

2. Our proposed optimisation framework can optimise the FITS controller for
Tasman-Zanker. Default fuzzy controller is itself more effective than the current
field controller, but optimisation framework can improve the default controller
especially in terms of delays. The difference is relatively higher with high traffic
demand.

3. Our policy setting tool has proven to be able to give essential differences
between different policies. Although, configuration of the framework may not
be decent for all the criteria that can be currently used in the optimistation
process.

6.1.1 Disclaimer

What comes to the applicability of the results of this thesis, it is good to recall that
they are not telling directly the improvement that can be gained in Tasman-Zanker,
because we have omitted pedestrians and the light rail from this study. However,
the omitted modes are essentially just missing approach directions of the junction.
Therefore exactly the same principles introduced in this study can be applied to the
optimisation of the full Tasman-Zanker model. We will just need the arrival data
for missing modes. Of course characteristics of the missing modes might need some
more appropriate input variables to be added to the FITS fuzzy inference system,
such as pedestrian waiting times or public transport passenger priority weights.

Another aspect that hinders the direct comparison to the current performance of
the Tasman-Zanker is the radar detection errors due to the power outage problems
mentioned earlier in Section 4.1.

6.2 Proposals for further work
Our constructed adaptive framework is just the first optimisation study effort for
the Simon Traffic Management System and we have only used input data for one
junction. More careful adaptive analysis need more junctions included in the Simon
system. Analysis presented here should be continued by direction-wise examination
of the results. In addition, the queue count variable is a little bit problematic with
multi-phase junctions, because it will not generally start from zero. The proposed
framework is independent from the exact content of the fuzzy inference.

TV scenario should be tested with some other scheme for category changes. For
example, latest 15 minute traffic demand check could be done more often, say every
5 minutes.

Some changes to the encoding could reduce the problem of the insensitivity of
chromosomes to minor changes, and thus reduce the homogeneity of chromosomes
during the optimisation process. Generally we did not yet advantage systematical
methods in choice of GA parameters, which could also be helpful in the future.
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There is a limit what can be done by manipulating only membership functions.
Further advancement for the framework could be to expand it to optimise also rules
as in [11]. Also the rule base itself is quite complex with several rule categories and
quite many fuzzy sets. Analysis about how it actually works in junctions like Tasman-
Zanker could be a good starting point forward. Initially we planned to include some
analysis of the rule triggering behaviour in this study and our framework produces
MatLab fuzzy toolbox files from the optimisation outcome fuzzy files.

Regarding the fact that our case study lies in urban environment, it would be
interesting and justifiable to modify FITS to be type-2 fuzzy system in order to
take better into account the other layers of uncertainity involved in this type of
environments. As soon as we can have multi-junction model with coordinated control
options, this direction could be worth to study. Modeling the uncertainity of the
proper tolerance limits might also be suitable application for type-2 fuzzy sets. This
could reduce the need for pre-examinations to define proper tolerances.
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A Mamdani type fuzzy inference
For every If – Then -rule the membership value of the output variables can be written
as a function of the product space of the input variables. Let us consider fuzzy sets
A, B, C ⊂ R, and x, y, z ∈ R are crisp values, and assume we have a rule

If x ∈ A AND y ∈ B, Then z ∈ C

Now premises of this rule define a maximum truth value for the outcome of this
rule. For fuzzy set A × B in product space R2 we get the membership function

µA×B(x, y) = min{µA(x), µB(y)},

as this is how we defined AND operation in 2.4 and this will be the maximum truth
value of the conclusion. We can actually interpret the rule as a relation between
R × R and R, where triplet (x, y, z) belongs to this relation if x ∈ A and y ∈ B and
z ∈ C. Thus we get the membership function for this triplet to belong to the relation
as

min{µA(x), µB(y), µC(z)}.

This means that the output fuzzy set O is a subset of the set C under the certain
crisp input values x and y so that membership values of O are at most membership
value of v ≡ µA×B(x, y). Now we can write

µO(z) = min{µC(z), v}.

Each rule i of the rule set define an output set Oi. Note that it can be empty
set. Whenever any input measurement x has membership µA(x) = 0, the relation is
empty and rule is not triggered, because resulting set has membership function that
is identically zero.

To have a final output set considering all the rules we use Zadeh operator OR.
All the output sets Oi of individual rules are united with OR operation, which is in
case of one output variable simply the union

O =
⋃
i

Oi

so the membership function of O is
µO(z) = max

i
{Oi(z)}.

Last part of the inference is defuzzification where the resulting fuzzy set O is
simplified to the crisp value. There are several ways to do that. Exact method can
be chosen according to application related preferences. We will use mostly center of
gravity method. It is most commonly used defuzzification method and recommended
with fuzzy controllers [39]. By using membership function of the final output set O
we use the discretized version of center of gravity method shown in formula 6

C(µO) =
∑M

i=0 iµO(i)∑M
i=0 µO(i)

, (6)

where C : M → R is a function from the set of membership functions of subsets of
R that gives a defuzzified crisp value as output.
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B Rule base of FITS
Current rule base of FITS is divided to five groups. Group order reflects to the
number of extensions given in the same green phase. First groups is used in the
decision of first extension, second group is for second extension etc.

Group 1

If A is zero Then E is zero
If A is a few AND Q is a few Then E is short
If A is more than a few Then E is medium
If A is more than medium Then E is long

Group 2

If A is zero Then E is zero
If A is a few AND Q is a few Then E is short
If A is medium Then E is medium
If A is many Then E is long

Group 3

If A is zero Then E is zero
If A is a few AND Q is a few Then E is short
If A is medium AND Q is less than medium Then E is medium
If A is many AND Q is less than medium Then E is long

Group 4

If A is zero Then E is zero
If A is more than a few AND Q is a few Then E is short
If A is medium AND Q is medium Then E is medium
If A is many AND Q is less than a few Then E is long
If Q is too long Then E is zero

Group 5

If A is zero Then E is zero
If A is more than a few AND Q is a few Then E is short
If A is medium AND Q is less than a few Then E is medium
If A is many AND Q is less than a few Then E is long
If Q is too long Then E is zero

6th extension uses Group 5. After that extensions are not granted.
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